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INTRODUCTION 

 

The right to migrate is enshrined within the Universal Declaration of Human rights             

which states that “everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and               

return to his country” . However, this right is limited by an asymmetry between             1

recognising there is a right to migrate and the limits that states impose on immigration .               2

As a matter of fact, states have a set of discretionary powers regarding the management               

of immigration and asylum policies that lead to the creation of rules that can also turn                

out to be discriminatory . If, on the one hand, there is a right to migrate on the other                  3

hand there is a tendency of the states not to recognise this as a right but rather as a                   

problem or a threat to their own welfare systems or national security. For these reasons,               

the approach that states adopt towards migration flows is often based on securitarian             

attitudes, such as implementing border controls, restricting safe and legal pathways for            

migration, repatriating, or pushing back, migrants in violation of the international           

human rights obligations they are bound to. 

 

The aim of this work is to highlight this asymmetry, or contradiction, by analysing the               

approach of the European Union (EU) to migration and, in particular, its policies, the              

behaviour of its Member States and the difficulties faced by migrants, whether they are              

asylum seekers, refugees or economic migrants. In Chapter 1 a general explanation of             

the international legal framework is given. Paragraph 1.1 deals with the definition and             

description of the most relevant binding international conventions and protocols for the            

protection of migrants’ human rights such as the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status              

of Refugees – in particular its definition of “refugee” and the importance of the              

principle of non-refoulement –, the 1969 Organization of African Unity Convention on            

Refugees and the 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees in Latin America. Paragraph            

1 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 13,        
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/#:~:text=Article%2013.,to%20return%20to%2
0his%20country, accessed 31st August 2020. 
 
2 M. Giovannetti, N. Zorzella, Ius Migrandi. Trent’anni di politiche e legislazione sull’immigrazione in              
Italia, Milano, Franco Angeli, 2020, p. 11. 
 
3 Ivi, p. 12. 

 

https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/#:~:text=Article%2013.,to%20return%20to%20his%20country
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/#:~:text=Article%2013.,to%20return%20to%20his%20country
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1.2 deals with the other forms of migration that need to be considered such as the                

displacement caused by climate change and environmental disasters – which are           

currently not governed by any international legal provision – and migration caused by             

socio-economic factors – which characterises many migration flows that come from           

West African countries. Paragraph 1.3 deals with the European legal systems for            

protection, with an analysis of the European Convention on Human Rights and the             

European Union Law, along with a detailed description of the Common European            

Asylum  System. 

 

Chapter 2 is divided into three paragraphs and it deals with the dangerous routes to               

Europe and the consequences of the EU securitarian approach to migration. Paragraph            

2.1 focuses on the issues concerning the lack of a common approach to migration, along               

with the unwillingness of the Member States to share responsibility in the cooperation             

of immigration management and the subsequent violations of human rights committed           

by the states themselves by pushing migrants back to their country of origin, without the               

possibility to apply for asylum. Paragraph 2.2 deals with the externalisation of European             

border control through the conclusion of agreements with third countries to stop            

migration flows. Paragraph 2.3 focuses on the consequences of such agreements and, in             

particular, on the agreement concluded between the EU Member States and Turkey and             

the conditions of migrants in the refugee camps in Greece. 

 

Chapter 3 is divided into four paragraphs and it is based on the specific situation in                

Italy. The main topic in this case is Italy’s approach to migration starting with the               

description of its cooperation with Libya in containing migration flows, and the            

subsequent violation of human rights (paragraph 3.1). Paragraph 3.2 focuses on the            

Italian policy and legislation on immigration, based on the so-called “closed ports            

policy” and the criminalisation of NGOs. Paragraph 3.3 deals with three relevant cases             

in which three ships – the Gregoretti, the Ubaldo Diciotti and the Sea-Watch 3 – were                

not allowed to complete their rescue operation because, the former Minister of the             

Interior, Matteo Salvini, prohibited the disembarkation of rescued migrants, in violation           

of the Search and Rescue convention and the United Nations Convention on the Law of               

the Sea. Paragraph 3.4 deals with the analysis on whether closing ports and declaring              
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the Italian ports as “non safe” because of the Covid-19 pandemic, is a legally legitimate               

action or not. 

 

Finally, Chapter 4 deals with the difficulties faced by migrants and the need for new               

safe and legal pathways. Paragraph 4.1 focuses on the failure of the EU Member States               

in the implementation of the Global Compact for Safe and Orderly Migration.            

Paragraph 4.2 focuses on the EU policies on immigration, the difficulties of obtaining a              

visa for a migrant who comes from an African country and the inequalities in              

international mobility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 

The protection of refugees and migrants in international human rights law 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the overall legal framework that governs the               

protection of migrants’ and refugees’ fundamental rights. The international legal          

framework is constituted by treaties and conventions such as the Geneva Convention on             
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the Status of Refugees and its Protocol ; the Organisation of African Unity Convention             4

on Refugees , the Cartagena Declaration on Refugees in Latin America ; the Protocol to             5 6

Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons , the Convention relating to the            7

Status of Stateless Persons ; the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness ; the            8 9

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and             

Members of Their Families and the European Convention on Human Rights .           10 11

Analysing these conventions is important in order to assess the level of compliance of              

the States with the international legal framework. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

4 United Nations Treaty Collection, “Convention relating to the Status of Refugees”, Geneva, 1951,              
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%20189/volume-189-I-2545-English.pdf, accessed  
16th January 2021. 
 
5 United Nations Treaty Collection, “OAU Convention governing the specific aspects of refugee problems              
in Africa”, Addis Ababa, 1969”,     
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201001/volume-1001-I-14691-English.pdf, 
accessed 16th January 2021. 
 
6 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), “The Cartagena Declaration on Refugees             
and the Protection of People Fleeing Armed Conflict and Other Situations of Violence in Latin America”,                
Ecuador, 2013, http://www.oas.org/dil/1984_cartagena_declaration_on_refugees.pdf, accessed 16th     
January 2021. 
 
7 United Nations Treaty Collection, “Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, the               
Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons”, New York, 2000,           
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/2000/11/20001115%2011-38%20AM/Ch_XVIII_12_ap.pdf, accessed  
16th January 2021. 
 
8 United Nations Treaty Collection, “Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons”, New York,               
1954, https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/1960/06/19600606%2001-49%20AM/Ch_V_3p.pdf, accessed   
16th January 2021. 
 
9 United Nations Treaty Collection, “Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness”, New York, 1961,              
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%20989/volume-989-I-14458-English.pdf., 
accessed 16th January 2021. 
 
10 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, “International Convention on the               
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families”, New York, 1990,                
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/factsheet24rev.1en.pdf, accessed 16th January 2021. 
 
11 Council of Europe, “European Convention on Human rights”, Rome, 1950,           
https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_eng.pdf, accessed 16th January 2021. 

 

https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%20189/volume-189-I-2545-English.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201001/volume-1001-I-14691-English.pdf
http://www.oas.org/dil/1984_cartagena_declaration_on_refugees.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/2000/11/20001115%2011-38%20AM/Ch_XVIII_12_ap.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/1960/06/19600606%2001-49%20AM/Ch_V_3p.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%20989/volume-989-I-14458-English.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/factsheet24rev.1en.pdf
https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/convention_eng.pdf
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1.1 
The international instruments of protection 

 

People from many countries of the world are forced to flee due to persecutions,              

conflicts, natural disasters or poverty. These situations contributed to the          

socio-economic and political instability of the countries of the world, especially the            

developing ones, and the subsequent migration of people who try to seek protection in              

other countries. Sometimes it may seem hard to identify who is a migrant and who is a                 

refugee because rather than a clear dichotomy, it is more like a spectrum.             

Compartmentalising refugees and migrants may often lead to the exclusion of many            

people from much-needed aid because their experiences do not match the strict criteria            12

. An individual may leave his or her country of origin for a wide range of reasons that                  

do not necessarily involve conflicts, terrorism or war – which are conditions that,             

generally speaking, are considered as valid to recognise the refugee status to a person.              

Nowadays, given the climate change issues and the socio-economic factors , or the            13

humanitarian crisis in the Mediterranean and the abuses that many migrants are            

subjected to en route or in detention centers , the experience of many asylum seekers              14

may be similar and the definitions of “migrant” and “refugee” may overlap. However,             

in legal terms, the distinction between the two terms is relevant in the conventions,              

treaties and protocols that the Member States of the United Nations (UN) have adopted              

to protect migrants’ and refugees’ rights. The first international document that should be             

mentioned is the Universal Declaration of Human rights adopted in 1948. The            

Declaration contains the fundamental principles of human rights which are based on the             

equality of all human beings. The key factor that characterises the Declaration is the              

importance of the universal recognition of dignity, rights and freedoms to all human             

beings. Article 1 of the Declaration states that: “all human beings are born free and               

equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should              

12 L. Hovil, M. Phillips, “It’s time to stop compartmentalizing Refugees and Migrants”, The New               
Humanitarian, 21st March 2018. 
 
13 See infra Chapter 1 para 1.2. 
 
14 See infra Chapter 3 para 3.1. 
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act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood” . Therefore, for the enjoyment of              15

human rights, no distinction or discrimination can be made between persons –            

regardless of sex, race, religion, language, political opinion, social origin, nationality, as            

it is stated in Article 2 of the Declaration . 16

 

As far as the question of migration is concerned, the Declaration contains a particular              

point related to displaced persons which is Article 14(1): “everyone has the right to seek               

and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution”. The right to asylum is              

enshrined in the Declaration and, despite the fact it is a non-binding document, it has               

become the main inspiration for one of the most important conventions that deals with              

refugees’ rights such as the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees.             

According to Article 1(2) of the Geneva Convention, a refugee is a person who “owing               

to well founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,             

membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of              

his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the                 

protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the              

country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing                

to such fear, is unwilling to return to it” . Moreover, a refugee should receive the same                17

rights and basic help as any other foreigner who is a legal resident, including freedom of                

thought, of movement, freedom from torture and degrading treatment and access to            

medical care, schooling and the right to work . The basic principle concerning the             18

protection of refugees is contained in Article 33 of the Geneva Convention relating to              

the Status of refugees which refers to the principle of non-refoulement. Article 33 states:              

“no Contracting State shall expel or return [...] a refugee in any manner whatsoever to               

the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of               

15 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 1. 
 
16 Ivi, Article 2. 
 
17 Convention and Protocol Relating to the status of refugees, Article 1(2). 
 
18 UNHCR, “Protecting Refugees: questions and answers”,       
https://www.unhcr.org/publications/brochures/3b779dfe2/protecting-refugees-questions-answers.html, 
accessed on 27th July 2020. 
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his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political            

opinion” . 19

 

The 1951 Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees was initially based on the              

European context but it reached the international level thanks to the enlargement of its              

scope with the 1967 Protocol to the Convention, adopted in New York . In fact, the               20

Refugee Convention was drafted in the aftermath of World War II, which saw many              

millions of people displaced across Europe. It applied only to people who had been              

displaced as a result of events occurring before the 1st January 1951. When ratifying the               

Convention, countries could choose to restrict its application even further so that it             

applied only to refugees displaced by events within Europe before 1st January 1951 .             21

This protection gap led governments to create the 1967 Protocol, because they            

considered it “desirable that equal status should be enjoyed by all refugees covered by              

the definition in the Convention, irrespective of the dateline of 1st January 1951” as              

stated in the preamble of the Protocol . The 1967 Protocol removed the Refugee             22

Convention’s temporal and geographical restrictions so that the Convention applied          

universally. Article 1 of the Protocol states that countries that ratify it agree to abide by                

the Refugee Convention as well – even if they are not a party to it. For instance, the                  

United States has not ratified the Refugee Convention but it has ratified the 1967              

Protocol. This means that it is bound to apply the Convention’s provisions, which             

commit it to treating refugees in accordance with internationally recognised legal and            

humanitarian standards. 

 

19 Ibidem. 
 
20 United Nations Human Rights, Protocol relating to the status of refugees, New York, 31st January                
1967, https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/ProtocolStatusOfRefugees.aspx, accessed on    
18th July 2020. 
 
21 Andrew & Renata Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law, “The 1967 Protocol”,             
https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/1967-protocol#:~:text=Status%20of%20Refugees%3F
-,The%201967%20Protocol%20relating%20to%20the,Refugees%20is%20an%20international%20treaty.
&text=The%20Refugee%20Convention%20was%20drafted,occurring%20before%201%20January%201
951, accessed 31st October 2020. 
 
22 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, Preamble p. 1. 
 

 

https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/1967-protocol#:~:text=Status%20of%20Refugees%3F-,The%201967%20Protocol%20relating%20to%20the,Refugees%20is%20an%20international%20treaty.&text=The%20Refugee%20Convention%20was%20drafted,occurring%20before%201%20January%201951
https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/1967-protocol#:~:text=Status%20of%20Refugees%3F-,The%201967%20Protocol%20relating%20to%20the,Refugees%20is%20an%20international%20treaty.&text=The%20Refugee%20Convention%20was%20drafted,occurring%20before%201%20January%201951
https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/1967-protocol#:~:text=Status%20of%20Refugees%3F-,The%201967%20Protocol%20relating%20to%20the,Refugees%20is%20an%20international%20treaty.&text=The%20Refugee%20Convention%20was%20drafted,occurring%20before%201%20January%201951
https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/1967-protocol#:~:text=Status%20of%20Refugees%3F-,The%201967%20Protocol%20relating%20to%20the,Refugees%20is%20an%20international%20treaty.&text=The%20Refugee%20Convention%20was%20drafted,occurring%20before%201%20January%201951
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The 1969 Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Convention on Refugees and the 1984             

Cartagena Declaration on Refugees in Latin America are other two important           

international documents to mention. The OAU Convention on Refugees governs the           

specific aspects of refugee problems in Africa, recognising that the United Nations            

Convention of 28th July 1951 constitutes the basic and universal instrument relating to             

the status of refugees and reflects the deep concern of States for refugees and their               

desire to establish common standards for their treatment . The Cartagena Declaration           23

on Refugees was adopted by the Colloquium on the International Protection of            

Refugees in Central America, which bases its principles on the “commitments with            

regards to refugees” defined in the Contadora Act on Peace and Cooperation (which are              

based on the 1951 UN Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol). Moreover, it             

includes a range of detailed commitments to peace, democratisation, regional security           

and economic co-operation . It also provided for regional committees to evaluate and            24

verify compliance with these commitments. 

 

However, because migrants can be subjected to all kinds of abuse en route, the              

instruments of protection so far analysed may not be enough and a higher degree of               

protection is needed. As a matter of fact, the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish               

Trafficking in Persons is particularly important for the protection of displaced           

individuals – asylum seekers, refugees and migrants – who, moving irregularly, become            

victims of human trafficking. Trafficking in persons is defined as:  

 
«the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the             
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the                  
abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or                  
benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose                
of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of              
others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices              
similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs» . 25

 

23 OAU Convention governing the specific aspects of refugee problems in Africa, Preamble, point n. 9. 
  
24 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, point II. 
 
25 “Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,              
Supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime”, Article 3 (1)(a). 
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Women are among the most common victims of human trafficking: traffickers profit            

from the socioeconomic vulnerability of women, forcing them to be involved in            

prostitution and living in slavery like conditions, without having the possibility to            

escape from their exploiters . Trafficked persons are deprived of every form of liberty             26

and are compelled to live in degrading circumstances. According to the UNHCR,            

persons who have been trafficked across an international border, in transit or at             

destination, may be in need of international protection as refugees on the basis of this               

experience. Ensuring protection against their refoulement and access to procedures that           

can determine their refugee status is critical . The States Party to the Protocol have to               27

be committed in an effort to address trafficking in persons by cooperating with relevant              

government agencies. Moreover, as it is stated in Article 4 of the Protocol, each State               

Party shall prevent, investigate and prosecute the offences. 

 

The last three important international conventions for the protection of migrants to take             

into account are: the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, the              

1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness and the 1990 International           

Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of              

Their Families. The first Convention on stateless persons aims at guaranteeing a            

minimum set of human rights to stateless people: a stateless person means is “a person               

who is not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law” .                28

Among the rights that should be granted to stateless people there are the right to public                

education (Article 22) and the right to housing (Article 21) the right to self-employment              

(Article 17) and the right to naturalisation which is considered to be crucial in order for                

the stateless person to be fully assimilated in the State and the State should facilitate the                

proceedings for it (Article 32). The Convention on the reduction of statelessness, aims             

at preventing and reducing statelessness over time ‒ at birth and later in life. Among the                

most important provisions there is the one that provides children with the right to              

26 G. Vermeulen, “International trafficking in women and children. General report”, Revue internationale             
de droit pénal, vol. 72, No. 3, 2001, pp. 837-883. 
 
27 UNHCR, “Human Trafficking”, https://www.unhcr.org/unhcr-human-trafficking.html, accessed 30th       
July 2020. 
 
28 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, Chapter 1 Article 1(1). 
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acquire the nationality in which they are in if they do not acquire any other nationality                

(Article 4). The Convention on the protection of migrant workers and members of their              

families, refers to the person who, according to Article 2(1), “is to be engaged, is               

engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is                  

not a national”. One of the most important aspects of this convention is highlighted in               

Part III where there is the recognition of rights to all migrants, regardless of their status.                

Undocumented migrants are those who are more likely to be vulnerable and exploited             

and their rights are protected by the reaffirmation of the prohibition against inhuman or              

degrading treatment or punishment (Article 10) and the prohibition of slavery or            

servitude or forced or compulsory labour (Article 11). Moreover the Convention states            

that migrant workers and their families have the right not to have their identity              

documents confiscated or destroyed (Article 21) and the right not to be subjected to              

arbitrary or collective expulsion (Article 22) .  29

 

However, the question concerning forced migration does not involve only the people            

who cross international borders to flee from conflicts and persecutions: in fact, the 1951              

Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees may not cover all the categories of              

migrants that seek protection or the hope for a better life elsewhere . The inadequate              30

protection regime arises from different factors that may go from the inability of existing              

tools to deal with a wide spectrum of protection needs to the lack of resources to                

support refugee populations in countries of first asylum . Moreover, many governments           31

– especially in the wealthy and industrialised countries – are choosing to apply the              

Convention in a narrow way, forcing the so called “mixed flows” of individuals – who,               

even if they may not be categorised as “refugees”, they still may need protection – into                

illegal and dangerous channels . In the following paragraph we analyse the different            32

29 Asia Pacific Forum, “Promoting and Protecting the Rights of Migrant Workers”, 2012,             
https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/IHRS/Documents/APF%20publication%20-%20promoting%20and%20protecti
ng%20the%20rights%20of%20migrant%20workers.pdf, accessed 20th August 2020. 
 
30 K. Newland, “Rethinking Global Protection. New Channels, new tools”, Migration Policy Institute,             
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/publications/TCM-Protection-Newland.pdf, 2015,  
accessed 27th July 2020. 
 
31 Ibidem. 
 
32 Ibidem. 
 

 

https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/IHRS/Documents/APF%20publication%20-%20promoting%20and%20protecting%20the%20rights%20of%20migrant%20workers.pdf
https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/IHRS/Documents/APF%20publication%20-%20promoting%20and%20protecting%20the%20rights%20of%20migrant%20workers.pdf
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/publications/TCM-Protection-Newland.pdf
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causes of migration, other than conflict induced displacement or persecution, by dealing            

with two topics: climate change migration and economic migration, with a focus on the              

root causes of migration from Africa to the EU. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 

Climate change and economic migrants 

 

The individuals who may not escape from conflict related issues or persecution, may fit              

in the cases of Development-Induced Displacement and Environmentally-Induced        

displacement: the first one is about individuals who are forced to move from where they               

live because of development projects – such as the construction of dams, mines and              

urban infrastructure – that destroy their villages and lead to a livelihood decline . This              33

issue is governed by the “Basic principles and guidelines on development based on             

evictions and displacement” whose scope is to highlight the obligations that States have             

“to refrain from, and protect against, forced evictions from home(s) and land that arises              

from several international legal instruments that protect the human right to adequate            

housing and other related human rights” – such as the Universal Declaration of Human              

Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Article           

11(1), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (Article 27(3), the non-discrimination             

provisions in Article 14(2), of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of              

Discrimination against Women, and Article 5(e) of the International Convention on the            

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination . Moreover, the international          34

community has an obligation in promoting, protecting and fulfilling the human right to             

housing, land and property, whereas the international organizations should establish or           

33 H. Randell, “The short-term impacts of development-induced displacement on wealth and subjective             
well-being in the Brazilian Amazon”, World development, pp. 385-400, 2016. 
 
34 Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights (OHCHR), “Basic principles and guidelines on               
development based on evictions and displacement”,      
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Housing/Guidelines_en.pdf, accessed on 24th July 2020. 
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accede to complaint mechanisms for cases of forced evictions that result from their own              

practices and policies, therefore they should provide legal remedies to the victims . The             35

second one, related to Environmentally-Induced Displacement, is based on the issue of            

climate change and the devastating impact of it towards the most vulnerable categories             

of people: the UNHCR recognises that “climate, environmental degradation and natural           

disasters increasingly interact with the drivers of refugee movements” . As a matter of             36

fact, climate related issues may increase the likelihood of security challenges, especially            

when events contribute to severe impacts on water and food security . On top of that,               37

where there is poor governance and lack of resources the chances of the eruption of               

social tensions and conflicts are very high, and the consequence is, of course,             

displacement. Thus, for example, in the Sahel region, in Africa, there is a combination              

of drought and socio-economic and political factors that can increase the conflict among             

different groups . 38

 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that the notion of a term such as “climate refugee”                

is not included in Article 1(a) of the Geneva Convention, which considers a refugee              

only a person who is persecuted because of his or her race, religion, nationality,              

membership of a particular social group or political opinion. The definition of internally             

displaced person under the UN Guiding Principles and the Kampala Convention – a             

regional treaty based on the Guiding Principles applicable to Africa – is actually wider              39

and includes the individuals who are fleeing situations of generalised violence and            

natural or human made disaster. Despite the absence of an international legal and             

35 Ivi, Article 8(2). 
 
36 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), “Climate change and disaster            
displacement”, https://www.unhcr.org/climate-change-and-disasters.html, accessed 23th August 2020. 
 
37 United Nations Development Program (UNDP), S. O. Stapleton, R. Nadin, C. Watson, J. Kellett,               
“Climate change, migration and displacement”, 2017,      
file:///Users/oqueens/Downloads/MIgration_Report.pdf, accessed on 24th July 2020. 
 
38 Ibidem. 
 
39 African Union, “Kampala Convention. African Union Convention for the Protection and Assistance of              
Internally Displaced Persons in Africa”, Article 1(k),       
https://au.int/sites/default/files/treaties/36846-treaty-kampala_convention.pdf, accessed on 14th October     
2020. 
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recognised framework that actually governs “climate refugees” , the Teitiota v New           40

Zealand case constituted a major development in the jurisprudence of climate refugees           41

. As a matter of fact, the UN Human Rights Committee recognised that governments              

may not return people to their home countries where their life is threatened or where               

they would face inhuman or degrading treatment due to climate change impacts – which              

would constitute a violation of the non-refoulement principle. As a matter of fact,             

disasters displace more people than conflict and violence with over 17million people            

who, in 2018, fled from their homes – 90% of them were forced to flee due to                 

climate-related hazards . Moreover, globally, 70million people are displaced by         42

conflict, violence, disasters and human rights violations and this is the highest level of              

forced displacement since World War II . In the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals            43

agenda, issues such as climate action (goal n. 13) and the importance of strengthening              

resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters or           

ending poverty (goal n. 1) in all countries are strongly highlighted . Yet making sure              44

that the heads of States take action by fulfilling such commitments can be a hard               

challenge. 

 

As far as migration from Africa to the EU is concerned, the EU Member States still find                 

it difficult to adopt alternative solutions to foster safe, orderly, and regular migration             

pathways and this is partly due to the tendency to overlook the reasons behind new               

40 S. Atapattu, “Climate Refugees and the Role of International Law”, Oxford Research Group, 12th               
September 2018,  
https://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/blog/climate-refugees-and-the-role-of-international-law, 
accessed 24th July 2020. 
 
41 Ioane Teitiota v. New Zealand (advance unedited version), CCPR/C/127/D/2728/2016, UN Human            
Rights Committee (HRC), 7th January 2020, https://www.refworld.org/cases,HRC,5e26f7134.html,       
accessed 6th January 2021. 
 
42 P. Fuller, “Disasters displace more people than conflict and violence”, United Nations Office for               
Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), 3rd February, 2020,       
https://www.undrr.org/news/disasters-displace-more-people-conflict-and-violence#_ftn2, accessed on 24th    
July 2020. 
 
43 United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR), “Disaster displacement 2020”,            
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/70278_disasterdisplacementv08.pdf, accessed, 24th   
July 2020. 
 
44 United Nations, “Sustainable Development Goals”, https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/,       
accessed on July 24th 2020. 
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forms of mobility and displacement and the lack of a deconstruction of the stereotypes              

that concern African migrations . On the one hand there are countries that are             45

constituted by political instability, civil wars, or terrorism – for i.e Burkina Faso, Mali,              

Niger or Libya – and the subsequent displacement of people who will likely ask for               

international protection. On the other hand there are people coming from relatively safe             

countries. Categorising a country as safe or non safe may also depend on the region of a                 

specific country, because, for example, while Northen Nigeria is still affected by            

terrorism due to the Boko Haram terrorist groups, Southern Nigeria is not usually             

affected by terrorist attacks and the persons who at some point decide to leave do not                

always come from conditions of extreme poverty or political instability. It is possible to              

divide the drivers of migration into two groups: the first is constituted by economic and               

governance factors, the second by personal factors. As far as economic and governance             

factors are concerned, development is considered one of the key elements that pushes             

migrants to leave their country. This may seem as a paradox because if a country is                

developing, it means there should also be a fulfillment of the needs of its citizens               

especially in terms of education and employment. Nevertheless, the problem is that the             

gains of such development are still unevenly distributed across the population. In fact,             

Africa’s growth has been largely “jobless”: in Nigeria, for example, unemployment is            

concentrated among young people, women and men, who live in urban areas. The lack              

of decent wages for the majority of workers leads to emigration since few earn a living                

wage and many become “working poors” whose wages and salaries are often not paid              

regularly and even if they are, they turn to be insufficient for a minimum decent living                

standard. In addition, the skills deficit among young job seekers is the consequence of a               

deterioration in the education sector that lacks modern training facilities, equipment           

and, most importantly, motivation amongst teachers, who often go on a strike due to              

their low salaries . Overall, migrants have benefited from development progress in           46

45 Fondazione Leone Moressa, “Gli stranieri ci invadono? Analisi demografiche in Italia e in Europa”, 2nd                
February 2020,  
http://www.fondazioneleonemoressa.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/COFFEE-BREAK-02-RICER
CA.pdf, accessed 14th January 2021. One of such stereotypes is that there is an “invasion” of migrants                 
coming to Europe. 
 
46 Istituto Per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale, “Out of Africa: why people migrate”, 17th October 2017,                 
p. 129, https://www.ispionline.it/sites/default/files/pubblicazioni/out_of_africa_web.pdf, accessed 13th     

November 2020. 
 

 

http://www.fondazioneleonemoressa.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/COFFEE-BREAK-02-RICERCA.pdf
http://www.fondazioneleonemoressa.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/COFFEE-BREAK-02-RICERCA.pdf
https://www.ispionline.it/sites/default/files/pubblicazioni/out_of_africa_web.pdf
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Africa in recent decades, due to urbanisation, spatial patterns in economic growth and             

demographic pressure. Moreover, it is a stereotype to think that migrants are uneducated             

when there are many cases of individuals who are students or who have completed their               

secondary school program, some even University. However, many complain about not           

earning enough, not being able to save money, and the difficulty to get by . It is quite                 47

common, especially in a context of global inequality, that migrants are willing to             

improve the economic situation of family members left at home through remittances. In             

fact, remittances to Africa exceed international development assistance and often serve           

as a lifeline to African households: in 2017 alone, remittances to sub-Saharan African             

countries from Europe were estimated at $25.3 billion – representing 36% of total             

remittances received . Seeking economic opportunities can be understood as a strategy           48

of income maximisation. Actual and expected wage differences in standards of living            

between countries of origin and destination are considered as significant factors in            

international human mobility: 

 

«[...] human mobility is shaped by the inherent characteristics of global capitalist expansion,             
such as the structural demand for cheap and exploitable labour in industrialised countries,             
coupled with social dynamics such as limited native labour supply or unwillingness of native              
workers to take on low-paid, unstable jobs. Nevertheless, factors such as individual poverty             
constraints and economic hardship may limit people’s ability to migrate even in the presence of               
a desire to migrate, linked to expected higher earnings in the destination country ». 

49

 

As a matter of fact, the people who live in extreme poor conditions usually do not leave                 

their country of origin and this is because of the lack of resources . For example, a                50

47 United Nations Development Programme, “Scaling Fences: Voices of irregular African migrants to             
Europe”, 2019,  
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/UNDP-Scaling-Fences-EN-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR
3cPhlybJP1_Mx7XOXpCa1MjS1WGxsaHOV_n4rFAaQKL3BaSQ5_M4F7mSY, p. 5, accessed 12th     
November 2020. 
 
48 Ivi, p. 41. 
 
49 G. Laneau, “Migration drivers: Why do people migrate?”, EU Logos Athena, 31st May 2019,               
https://www.eu-logos.org/2019/05/31/migration-drivers-why-do-people-migrate/, accessed 16th November    
2020. 
 
50 Istituto Per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale, “Out of Africa: why people migrate”, p. 40. 17th October                  
2017, https://www.ispionline.it/sites/default/files/pubblicazioni/out_of_africa_web.pdf, accessed 18th    
November 2020. 
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Congolese person who lives in a household with sufficient resources is more likely to              

migrate to Europe than a person living in a poor household; a Senegalese person who               

has a superior educational level, such as a person who has completed secondary school,              

is six times more likely to leave Senegal compared to someone who has never been to                

school or has a primary educational level . 51

 

As far as the governance context in African countries is concerned, an emerging point is               

that migrants are unsatisfied : many have been feeling excluded by the politics of their              52

home countries and believe their voice is not heard enough by political forces. The              

result is a consistent low level of confidence in political institutions that seem far from               

creating policies that aim at reducing social inequalities, unemployment and promoting           

access to adequate healthcare. In this regard, we can take the recent protests that took               

over Nigeria as an example. The protests started as a response towards the violence              

perpetrated by a special police force called Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) which            

has been reported to violate basic human rights by being involved in extrajudicial             

killings, kidnapping and torturing Nigerian citizens, especially the youth . 53

 

The personal factors that push migrants to leave their country often revolve around their              

family. Family is indeed considered to be one of the critical factors that influences the               

migrant’s choice to leave. Family is either the main financial source for the migrant’s              

journey to Europe or the cause of the migrant’s decision to leave. This is particularly               

common among women which usually decide to leave due to forced marriage, sexual             

51 Ibidem. 
 
52 United Nations Development Programme, “Scaling Fences: Voices of irregular African migrants to             
Europe”, 2019,  
https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/librarypage/democratic-governance/ScalingFences.html, p.  
45, accessed 12th November 2020. 
 
53 Amnesty International, “Nigeria: Time to end impunity. Torture and other violations by Special              
Anti-Robbery Squad”, 2020,   
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/AFR4495052020ENGLISH.PDF, accessed 21st   
November 2020. It is also important to note that the government eventually dissolved the SARS but the                 
police officers were redistributed among other police departments, another reason for young women and              
men to continue protesting across Nigeria against the corruption of the government, the excessive use of                
force that the military corps used to stop the protests and the lack of employment opportunities, see N.                  
Ating, “Nigeria’s Next-Generation Protest Movement”, Foreign Policy, 28th October 2020. 
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abuse, female genital mutilation or patriarchal environments . Finally, besides having          54

the economic resources to be able to migrate, the individual’s choice is an important              

driver to take into account. Many Africans may be driven to migrate based on the               

differences they perceive or imagine between socio political and economic opportunities           

in Europe compared to those at home. In fact: “while it is well established that people                

must have the motivation and sufficient financial resources to migrate, psychological           

resources – mental strength, resilience, and the intellectual capacity to engage in            

meticulous planning and careful organisation – may be just as essential” . 55

 

However, there is still the distorted perception of a continent that is emptying due to               

migration when the reality is that the people who stay in the continent are likely to                

migrate to another African country. Intra-African migration is indeed a topic that is             

often overlooked and in this case there are three main regional trends: labour migration              

in the west and central areas; movement of refugees in the eastern and southern areas               

and migration of skilled professionals from west and east to southern Africa . The             56

drivers of intra-African migration are multifaceted but labour migration is one of the             

main reasons even in this case and it stems from individuals’ and families’ efforts to               

improve economic conditions. Nevertheless, the problem is that labour migration in the            

continent is not fully and systematically recorded due to human trafficking for labour,             

especially child labour. In Eastern and Southern Africa, it involves a large number of              

people – migrants, smugglers together with those supporting circulation locally and           

internationally – with the main destinations being the Middle East, Europe and Southern             

Africa. In West and Central Africa, despite the Economic Community of West African             

54 United Nations Development Program, “Scaling Fences. Voices of irregular African migrants to             
Europe”, 21st October 2019,    
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/UNDP-Scaling-Fences-EN-2019.pdf?fbclid=IwAR
3cPhlybJP1_Mx7XOXpCa1MjS1WGxsaHOV_n4rFAaQKL3BaSQ5_M4F7mSY, accessed 20th   
November 2020. 
 
55 Ivi, p. 47. 
 
56 C. Udelsmann Rodrigues, J. Bjarnesen, “Intra-African Migration”, Policy Department for External            
Relations Directorate General for External Policies of the Union, 28th October 2020,            
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/603514/EXPO_STU(2020)603514_EN.pdf, 
pp. 14-15, accessed 19th November 2020. 
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States (ECOWAS) Protocol on the Free Movement of People and Goods , smuggling is             57

also widespread, particularly because identity documents are scarce. Niger, for example,           

is an important country of transit for migration to Europe and one of major smuggling               

points in the region. Being a key hub of transit activity for migrants who come from                

many countries of the south, the North African sub-region faces a great challenge             

related to irregular migration and the smuggling networks are becoming increasingly           

organised . Forced migration is indeed another driver that affects asylum seekers and            58

refugees – hosted especially in Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia and the Democratic Republic            

of Congo – due to events such as South Sudan’s displacement crisis, which followed its               

independence in 2011; the crisis in Africa’s Sahel region, where conflict and climate             

change are the cause of unsustainable conditions for many communities. 

 

Understanding intra-African migration is important not only to contrast the false idea            

that there is an “invasion” of African migrants to Europe – in fact, less than 3% of the                  

African population lives in a country other than its country of origin – but also because                59

a better understanding of the broader context is crucial for promoting useful and             

functioning policies for migration management. As a starting point, an EU-Africa           

dialogue should explicitly address the current polarisation in African and European           

perspectives on African migration. An informed understanding of the outcomes of free            

movement policies in the continent can help in redefining EU-Africa relations regarding            

migration policy. However, at the moment, the EU mostly sees migration from Africa             

as a trend that needs to be controlled, stopped and contained – even if it means                

57 A.Opanike, A.A Aduloju, “ECOWAS Protocol on Free Movement and Trans-border Security in West              
Africa”, in Journal of Civil and Legal Sciences, 2015, “The ECOWAS Protocol on the Free Movement                
of People and Goods ensures free mobility of the community citizens i.e. citizens of member states. The                 
Protocol on free movement conferred on Community citizens the right to enter and reside in the territory                 
of any member state, provided they possessed a valid travel document and international health              
certificate.[...] The four supplementary protocols adopted between 1985 and 1990 committed member            
states, among other things, to: provide valid travel document to their citizens, grant Community citizens               
the right of residence for the purpose of seeking and carrying out income-earning employment, ensure               
appropriate treatment for persons being expelled, not to expel Community citizens en masse, limit the               
grounds for individual expulsion to reasons of national security, public order or morality, public health or                
non-fulfilment of an essential condition of residence”. 
 
58 Ivi p. 16. 
 
59 Istituto Per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale, “Out of Africa: why people migrate”, p. 34, 17th October                  
2017, https://www.ispionline.it/sites/default/files/pubblicazioni/out_of_africa_web.pdf, accessed 23rd    
November 2020. 
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cooperating with third countries that do not respect migrants’ fundamental rights –            60

rather than finding a solution to promote legal pathways with the aim of creating a fairer                

international mobility framework.  

 

In practical terms, a real cooperation among States and an application of the             

international law for the protection of displaced people, regardless of their status, are             

not achievable. Even at the regional level, States seem to have many difficulties in              

finding a common approach without being influenced by their own political agenda: the             

case of the EU can be taken as an example. Before analysing its approach to migration                

and the humanitarian crisis that characterises the Mediterranean, a detailed description           

of the regional instruments of protection in this context shall be given, including the              

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) adopted in the Council of Europe            

(CoE) framework. The objective of this analysis is to underline the differences between             

the systems, the degree of protection that the systems offer to asylum seekers and the               

procedures of the Asylum System.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.3 

The protection of migrants and refugees in the European Union 
 

Migrants’ human rights protection at the European level is guaranteed by two legal             

frameworks: the ECHR and the EU Law. In this paragraph we are going to analyse the                

main human rights protection tools in both frameworks starting from the ECHR. 

 

The ECHR was adopted by the CoE in 1950. The CoE is an international human rights                

organisation which aims at promoting the rule of law, democracy, social development            

60 See infra Chapter 2 para 2.3. 
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and the protection of human rights . Although the EU’s accession to the ECHR is              61

stated by Article 6(2) of the Treaty of Lisbon , the Commission asked the European              62

Court of Justice (ECJ) to deliver an opinion, pursuant to Article 218(11) of the Treaty               

on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), on the compatibility of the draft              

agreement with EU law . The ECJ identified problems referring to Protocol No. 8             63

relating to Article 6(2) of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU): in fact, the Court                

stated that the accession agreement had to fulfil certain conditions to preserve the             

specific characteristics of the EU and of the EU law in order not to affect the EU                 

institutions’ competences or powers . The Court added that the accession could also            64

affect the autonomy of the EU law and that the draft agreement excludes the possibility               

of bringing a matter before the ECJ, preventing it from ruling on a question of               

interpretation of secondary law, which affects the competences of the EU and the             

powers of the Court. The CoE and the EU have been working on the preparations for                

the continuation and finalisation of the negotiations. Therefore, solutions are currently           

being considered and these would imply a renegotiation of the agreement: the latest             

news concerning negotiations is the joint statement on behalf of the CoE and the              

European Commission (EC) of 29th September 2020: 

61 However, not every Member State that is part of the CoE is a Member State of the EU – such as                      
Albania, Norway, the United Kingdom, Turkey, the Republic of Moldova, Russia, Ukraine, Serbia,             
Monaco, Armenia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, North Macedonia, Georgia, Liechtenstein,          
Azerbaijan, Switzerland, San Marino. Canada, The Holy See, Japan, Mexico, Israel and the United States               
are observer States of the CoE with Israel being only the observer to the Parliamentary Assembly. 
 
62 Official Journal of the European Union, “Treaty of Lisbon”, 2007, Article 6(2): The Union shall accede                 
to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Such              
accession shall not affect the Union's competences as defined in the Treaties,            
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:FULL:EN:PDF, accessed 23rd   

October 2020. 
 
63 Official Journal of the European Union, “Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union”, 9th May                 
2008, Article 218(11) “A Member State, the European Parliament, the Council or the Commission may               
obtain the opinion of the Court of Justice as to whether an agreement envisaged is compatible with the                  
Treaties. Where the opinion of the Court is adverse, the agreement envisaged may not enter into force                 
unless it is amended or the Treaties are revised”,         
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2008:115:FULL&from=EN, accessed  
24th October 2020. 
 
64 European Parliament, “Completion of Eu accession to the ECHR”,          
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-area-of-justice-and-fundamental-rights/file-compl
etion-of-eu-accession-to-the-echr#:~:text=Discussed%20since%20the%20late%201970s,of%20the%20Tr
eaty%20of%20Lisbon.&text=The%20draft%20Accession%20Agreement%20of,finalised%20on%205%2
0April%202013, accessed 23rd October 2020. 
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«accession will help to guarantee coherence and consistency between EU law and the             
Convention system. It will also ensure that the EU is subjected to the same international               
oversight on human rights as its 27 member states and 20 other Council of Europe countries                
which are not members of the EU. It means that citizens will be able to challenge the EU’s                  
actions before the European Court of Human Rights. The EU will also be able to join its                 
member states in proceedings at the European Court of Human Rights concerning alleged             
violations resulting from EU law ». 65

 

The purpose of the EU’s accession to the ECHR is indeed to “contribute to the creation                

of a single European legal space, achieving a coherent framework of human rights             

protection throughout Europe” . The ECHR, applies even to the persons who have not             66

been categorised specifically as “refugees”, it has a broader scope: in fact, asylum             

seekers, rejected asylum-seekers and refugees denied protection on grounds of national           

security or public order are included . Everyone can seek protection under the ECHR,             67

as long as they are present on the territory of a Contracting Party and the right in                 

question is protected in the ECHR . Article 3 of the ECHR states that: “no one shall be                 68

subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”, an aspect that              

is already covered by Article 3 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,              

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. As a matter of fact, even though there              

is not an explicit provision relating to the principle of non-refoulement in the ECHR, –               

as the one that is highlighted in the Geneva Convention on the Status of Refugees – the                 

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), under Article 3, has developed a            

jurisprudence that prevents the Contracting Parties from returning or rejecting persons           

65 Council of Europe, “The EU’s accession to the European Convention on Human Rights: Joint statement                
on behalf of the Council of Europe and the European Commission” 29th September 2020,              
https://search.coe.int/directorate_of_communications/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=09000016809fb
d51, accessed 23rd October 2020. 
 
66 European Parliament, “Completion of Eu accession to the ECHR”,          
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/legislative-train/theme-area-of-justice-and-fundamental-rights/file-compl
etion-of-eu-accession-to-the-echr#:~:text=Discussed%20since%20the%20late%201970s,of%20the%20Tr
eaty%20of%20Lisbon.&text=The%20draft%20Accession%20Agreement%20of,finalised%20on%205%2
0April%202013. 
 
67 H. Lambert, The European Convention on Human Rights and the Protection of Refugees: Limits and                
Opportunities, Refugee Survey Quarterly, 2005, pp. 39-55. 
 
68 Ibidem. 
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that might be subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment or to a threat to their life in a                  

foreign country under Article 3 of the Convention . 69

 

An example can be provided by a judgment delivered by the ECtHR in 2000 in the                

Jabari v. Turkey case . An Iranian woman, Hoda Jabari who fled to Turkey in 1997,               70

feared that she would have been convicted of having committed adultery, an offence             

under Islamic law, and sentenced to be stoned to death or flogged. The applicant had               

entered Turkey illegally and tried to fly from Istanbul to Canada crossing France, but              

she was eventually stopped in Paris due to the use of a forged passport – in fact, she was                   

immediately returned back to Istanbul. At that point, she applied for an asylum request              

that got rejected because she did not apply for it within five days of her arrival to                 

Turkey. The applicant was then granted refugee status by the United Nations High             

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) branch in Ankara but the Ankara Administrative           

Court dismissed the applicant’s petition against the implementation of her deportation           

because, according to the Court, no illegality was detected and its implementation            

would have not caused any irreparable harm. The applicant eventually applied to the             

ECtHR complaining about the fact that not only did she receive no effective remedy in               

the domestic law to challenge her deportation, but also about the fact that her right not                

to be subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment – under Article 3 of the ECHR –                

would have been breached if deported to Iran. The Court concluded by delivering a              

judgment in which it was stated that there was actually a breach of Article 3 of the                 

ECHR because, first of all, the Administrative Court of Ankara limited itself to a              

judicial review on formal legality rather than investigating on the applicant's fear of the              

consequences that she would have had to face in her home country. Secondly, the Court               

took into consideration the conclusions delivered by the UNHCR which interviewed the            

applicant and confirmed that her claims were credible. Moreover, it was confirmed that             

69 A. Gori, “L’art. 3 della Convenzione europea dei diritti dell’uomo nella giurisprudenza della Corte di                
Strasburgo”, in ADIR – L’altro Diritto. Centro di ricerca interuniversitario su carcere, devianza,             
marginalità, e governo delle migrazioni, 2015, chapter 2. 
 
70 European Court of Human Rights, Jabari v. Turkey, Application no. 40035/98, Judgment of 11th July                
2000, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press?i=003-68253-68721, accessed August 8th 2020.  
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convicting for adultery by stoning was part of the statute book in Iran. The applicant               

was eventually given the permit to stay in Turkey. 

 

The principle of non-refoulement can also be guaranteed on the basis of Article 4 of               

Protocol No. 4 of the ECHR. First of all, according to Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 of the                   

ECHR, the “collective expulsion of aliens is prohibited”, where “alien” stands for a             

person who is not a citizen or a national of a given country. Its main purpose is “to                  

prevent States from removing a certain number of aliens without enabling them to put              

forward their arguments against the measure taken by the relevant authority” . The            71

notion of “collective expulsion” is to be understood as “any measure compelling aliens,             

as a group, to leave the country, except where such a measure is taken on the basis of a                   

reasonable and objective examination of the particular case of each individual alien of             

the group” . An example that can be mentioned is the judgment delivered in 2014 by               72

the ECtHR on the case of Sharifi and Others v. Italy and Greece . The case deals with                 73

thirty-five persons – thirty-two Afghani nationals, two Sudanese nationals and one           

Eritrean national – who, between 2007 and 2008, arrived in Greece and then travelled              

by boat to Italy. The Italian coast guards immediately returned them to Greece: in both               

countries they were treated in a violent manner and they were not allowed to lodge               

asylum applications. In Italy they were not allowed to contact lawyers or translators and              

they were completely unaware of their rights, which were not even explained to them.              

In Greece they stayed in detention camps where there was no access to food or medical                

assistance and they were living in precarious and inhuman conditions. The Court found             

that Article 4, Protocol 4 of the ECHR was violated for two reasons: first because Italy                

had collectively and indiscriminately expelled the applicants and second, because Italy           

had the responsibility of providing the asylum process – that was not granted – and it                

71 European Court of Human Rights, “Guide on Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 to the European Convention                  
on Human Rights”, April 2020, p. 5,       
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_4_Protocol_4_ENG.pdf, accessed August 8th 2020. 
 
72 Ibidem. 
 
73 European Database of Asylum Law, Sharifi and Others v Italy and Greece (Application No. 16643/09),                
21 October 2014,   
file:///Users/oqueens/Downloads/European%20Database%20of%20Asylum%20Law%20-%20ECtHR%2
0-%20Sharifi%20and%20Others%20v%20Italy%20and%20Greece,%20Application%20No.%2016643_
09%20-%202016-07-06.pdf, accessed 11th August 2020. 
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refused to analyse the individual situations of the applicants, which is one of the main               

purposes of Article 4 and its Protocol. 

 

Within the CoE human rights framework there are other two important conventions to             

take into account and that are relevant to migrants: the Convention on Action against              

Trafficking in Human Beings and the Convention for the Prevention of Torture and             

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The first one was adopted in 2005 and              

it entered into force in 2008 . As it is stated in Article 2(b), its main purpose is to                  74

protect the human rights of the victims of trafficking and ensure the development of a               

comprehensive framework for the protection of the victim. As a matter of fact,             

according to Article 12, each Party shall adopt the legislative measures that may be              

necessary to assist the victims, such as medical treatment and counseling and            

information regarding their legal rights. Moreover, according to Article 14, a residence            

permit shall be provided for the victims by the competent authorities. The second came              

into force in 1989 and it has its roots in Article 3 of the ECHR: “no one shall be                   

subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”. It is             

constituted by delegations of the Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman             

or degrading Treatment (CPT), which is part of a framework based on visits to detention               

centers. The State shall comply and cooperate with the CPT which will then write down               

a report on the conditions of the potential victims – such as migrants in detention camps                

– and the places where they are hosted. Even though the CPT has no judicial power and                 

it is not an investigative body, it is particularly important for the judicial work of the                

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) .  75

 

As far as human rights protection within the EU legal framework is concerned, we need               

to take into account the EU Charter on Fundamental Rights, the Treaty on the              

Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and the creation of an asylum system             

regulated by several directives, called Common European Asylum System (CEAS).          

74 Council of Europe, “Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings”,            
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016
8008371d, accessed 23rd August 2020. 
 
75 Council of Europe, “About the CPT”,https://www.coe.int/en/web/cpt/about-the-cpt, accessed 24th         
August 2020. 
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Article 18 of the EU Charter of Fundamental rights deals with the protection of the right                

to asylum, which derives from the rules of the Geneva Convention of July 1951 and its                

Protocol . Article 19 of the Charter underlines the importance of the principle of             76

non-refoulement: in fact, according to it, collective expulsions are prohibited and no one             

can be removed or expelled from a state where there is a risk of being subjected to                 

torture or inhuman or degrading treatment . Moreover, the TFEU is part of the legal              77

basis on which the Asylum Policy has been developed, in particular Article 67(2) states              

that: 

 
«it [the EU] shall ensure the absence of internal border controls for persons and shall frame a                 
common policy on asylum, immigration and external border control, based on solidarity            
between Member States, which is fair towards third-country nationals. For the purpose of this              
Title, stateless persons shall be treated as third-country nationals» . 78

 

Moving on to the TFEU, Article 78 states that the Union has to develop a common                

policy on asylum, “subsidiary protection and temporary protection with a view to            

offering appropriate status to any third-country national requiring international         

protection and ensuring compliance with the principle of non-refoulement”. In the EU            

legal system the main achievement concerning asylum is the CEAS, which has been             

continuously developed since 1999. The main aim of the CEAS is to ensure that the               

Member States share responsibility to welcome asylum seekers by making sure they are             

fairly treated and that their cases are examined . The steps that are required for the               79

examination of an asylum application are: providing fingerprints that are taken and sent             

to the Eurodac database, which is a system that allows to identify the asylum applicants               

and persons who have been apprehended in connection with an irregular crossing of an              

76 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Article 18,           
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/charter/pdf/text_en.pdf, accessed 20th August 2020. 
 
77 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, “EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Article 19”,              
https://fra.europa.eu/en/eu-charter/article/19-protection-event-removal-expulsion-or-extradition#TabExpl
anations, accessed 24th August 2020. 
 
78 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, Article 67,           
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN, accessed  
20th August 2020. 
79 European Commission, “A common European Asylum System”, 2014,         
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/docs/ceas-fact-sheets/ceas_factsheet_en.
pdf, accessed August 11th 2020. 
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external border of the Union; providing material reception conditions, such as food and             

housing; interviewing the asylum applicant to determine whether he or she can be             

granted refugee status or subsidiary protection. The definition of subsidiary protection is            

the following: 

 

«the protection given to a non-EU national or a stateless person who does not qualify as a                 
refugee, but in respect of whom substantial grounds have been shown to believe that the person                
concerned, if returned to his or her country of origin or, in the case of a stateless person, to his                    
or her country of former habitual residence, would face a real risk of suffering suffering serious                
harm and who is unable or, owing to such risk, unwilling to avail himself or herself of the                  
protection of that country» . 80

 

At this point, there are two options: if the applicant does not receive his or her refugee                 

status, he or she can eventually appeal the refusal in court – and if the court confirms the                  

refusal, the applicant may be returned to his or her country of origin. If the applicant                

receives his or her refugee status or subsidiary protection, then he or she will get access                

to residence permit, labour market and healthcare – this result would also be achieved if               

the court reversed the initial rejection of the asylum application. The entire framework             

is characterised by five elements that can be summarised in: the Asylum Procedures             

Directive (Council Directive 2005/85/EC, Directive 2013/32/EU); the Reception        

Conditions Directive (Directive 2013/33/EU); the Qualifications Directive (Directive        

2011/95/EU); the Dublin Regulation (Regulation (EU) No 604/2013); the Eurodac          

Regulation (Regulation (EU) No 603/2013). 

 

The Asylum Procedures Directive was developed by the Council of the European Union             

in 2005 and it dealt with the “Minimum standards on procedures in Member States for               

granting and withdrawing refugee status” . It established a common policy on asylum,            81

including how to apply, how the application would be examined, how to appeal and              

80 Official Journal of the European Union, “Council Directive 2004/83/EC, Subsidiary Protection”,            
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32004L0083&from=EN, accessed  
14th October 2020. 
 
81 Official Journal of the European Union, “Council directive 2005/85/EC, Minimum standards on             
procedures in Member States for granting and withdrawing refugee status”,          
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32005L0085&from=EN, accessed  
20th August 2020. 
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whether the appeal would allow the person to stay on the territory. However, the 2005               

directive was characterised by rules that were still too vague and allowed Member             

States to keep their own rules, even if such rules were in contrast with the agreed                

standards. Therefore, a new directive “on common procedures for granting and           

withdrawing international protection” was adopted in 2013 . The recast of Asylum           82

Procedures maintains the overall structure of the one of 2005 but it includes changes,              

for example: in Article 37(3), as far as national designation of third countries as safe               

countries of origin is concerned, it is stated that the assessment of whether a country is a                 

safe country or not, should be based on the information provided by the Council of               

Europe, the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) and the international institutions           

such as the UNHCR. In the 2005 directive, instead, a minimum common list of third               

countries considered as safe had to be provided; in Article 46(5), there is the              

introduction of an accelerated examination of facts and points concerning the provision            

of the right of an effective remedy and the right of the applicant to remain in the                 

territory while waiting for the final decision of a court or a tribunal; in Article 18 there                 

is a new provision concerning the medical examination of applicants’ signs of past             

persecutions and harm . 83

 

The Reception Condition Directive deals with the fulfilment of asylum seekers’ basic            

needs as they wait for the examination of their application: as a matter of fact Member                

States must, inter alia, conduct an individual assessment in order to identify the special              

reception needs of vulnerable persons and to ensure that vulnerable asylum seekers can             

access medical and psychological support. On the basis of the assessment the applicants             

will be granted access to housing, food and healthcare. In Chapter II of the Directive,               

82 Official Journal of the European Union, “Directive 2013/32/EU, “Common procedures for granting and              
withdrawing international protection (recast)”,    
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32005L0085&from=EN, accessed  
20th August 2020. 
 
83 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “Information Note on Directive 2013/32/EU of the              
European Parliament and of the Council of 26th June 2013 on common procedures for granting and                
withdrawing international protection (recast)”, 2014,     
https://www.ecre.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ECRE-Information-Note-on-the-Asylum-Procedures-
Directive-recast_December-2014.pdf, accessed 20th August 2020. 
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Articles 8, 9 and 10 introduce specific reception conditions of detention . First of all,              84

according to Article 8, Member States shall not hold a person in detention solely              

because she or he is an asylum seeker, yet if other less coercive alternative measures               

cannot be applied, Member States may detain the applicants under specific           

circumstances. Such circumstances include, for example: determining or verifying his          

or her identity or nationality when there is the risk of absconding of the applicant and                

when there is the need of obtaining elements that cannot be obtained in the absence of                

detention. According to Article 9, an applicant shall be detained only for a short period               

of time and only on the grounds of Article 8. Moreover, the applicant shall be provided                

with free legal assistance and representation. Article 10 sets out the conditions in which              

detainees shall be kept by stating that “where a Member State cannot provide             

accommodation in a specialised detention facility and is obliged to resort to prison             

accommodation, the detained applicant shall be kept separately from ordinary prisoners           

and the detention conditions provided for in this Directive shall apply ». 85

 
Nevertheless, the applicants shall have access to open-air spaces and Member States            

shall ensure that persons representing the UNHCR have the possibility to visit and talk              

to applicants, privately. Moreover, the detention of minors should be avoided and it             

should be taken as a measure of last resort; yet if minors are detained, then they shall be                  

provided with leisure activities – such as recreational activities and play. 

 

The Qualification Directive aims at laying down standards for the qualification of            

third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international protection,          

“for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and              

for the content of the protection-granted”, as it is stated in Article 1, Chapter I of the                 

Directive . Before a person receives asylum, he or she has to be recognized as a refugee                86

84 Official Journal of the European Union, “Directive 2013/33/EU, Chapter II general provisions on              
reception conditions”, Articles 8,9,10,    
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013L0033&from=EN, accessed  
20th August 2020. 
 
85 Ibidem. 
 
86 Official Journal of the European Union, “Directive 2011/95/EU, Standards for the qualification of              
third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international protection, for a uniform             
status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and for the content of the protection                 
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or a beneficiary of subsidiarity protection. A key role in the qualification procedure is              

played by Article 4 of Chapter II of the Directive, which deals with the assessment of                

applications for international protection. Article 4 deals with the facts and circumstances            

such as the conditions relating to the country of origin at the time of the application; the                 

individual positional circumstances of the applicant, such as being subjected to harm,            

persecution, gender related or sexual orientation related violence. If asylum or           

subsidiary protection has been granted, according to the Directive, the Member States            

shall immediately ensure the access to social welfare, such as the right to education,              

employment, travel documents and residence permits. Moreover, Article 21 of the           

Qualification Directive reaffirms the prohibition of refoulement. It ensures that no           

person in need of international protection is sent back to a risk of persecution or other                

serious harm. 

 

The Dublin Regulation is based on the principle that the Member States are supposed to               

take the responsibility for examining the applicant’s situation and they are responsible            

for the applicant’s entry and residence in the EU. The criteria for establishing             

responsibility run from family considerations, to recent possession of visa or residence            

permit in a Member State, to whether the applicant has entered the EU irregularly, or               

regularly, in a hierarchical order . As a matter of fact, Articles 8, 9 and 10 of Chapter                 87

III of the Regulation, include provisions regarding the responsibilities that Member           

States have towards minors, especially those who are unaccompanied, family members           

who are beneficiaries of international protection and family members who are           

applicants of international protection. Moreover, according to this regulation, the first           

Member State in which the application for international protection was lodged shall be             

responsible for examining it (Article 3, Chapter II). Nevertheless, this particular           

provision, due to the increasing number of persons asking for asylum, has been             

considered to be a limit especially to the fair sharing of States’ responsibility in              

analysing asylum seekers’ applications. There are particular weaknesses in the Dublin           

granted”, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32011L0095&from=EN,  
accessed 20th August 2020. 
 
87 European Commission, “Country responsible for asylum application”,        
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/asylum/examination-of-applicants_en, accessed  
20th August 2020. 
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Regulations that the Commission is trying to deal with the proposal of a Dublin IV               

Regulation, tackling the problem of “responsibility-sharing” in particular . 88

 

The Eurodac regulation helps the Member States to determine responsibility for           

examining an asylum application by comparing fingerprints databases. When someone          

applies for asylum, the fingerprints are sent to the Eurodac central system. According             

to Article 1(2), Chapter I of the Regulation, Member States’ designated authorities and             

the European Police Office (Europol) may request the comparison of fingerprint data            

with those stored in the Central System for law enforcement purposes . According to             89

Article 5 of the same Chapter, Member States’ authorities are responsible for the             

prevention, detection and investigation of terrorist offences . 90

 

However, in international practice it is still very common to deal with persons which,              

despite fleeing to other States to seek protection, may not fall within the narrow              

definition of “refugee” provided by the 1951 Geneva Convention. In addition the            

Convention does not provide any guideline on asylum procedures. One way to ensure             

protection even to the individuals who are not refugees is the implementation of the              

principle of non-refoulement, which is a minimal standard of protection that must be             

guaranteed by the administrative, legislative or jurisdictional authorities . Thus, a legal           91

framework is needed in order to do so and taking the EU as an example, we have two                  

types of form of protection: the temporary protection, regulated by the Council            

Directive 2001/55, and the subsidiary protection, regulated by the Qualification          

Directive 2011/95. The temporary protection deals with situations in which there are            

88 European Commission, “Proposal for a Regulation of the european parliament and of the council”,               
Brussels, 4.5.2016,  
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/
proposal-implementation-package/docs/20160504/dublin_reform_proposal_en.pdf, accessed August 20th    

2020. 
 
89 Official Journal of the European Union, “Regulation (EU) No 603/2013, Establishment of 'Eurodac' for               
the comparison of fingerprints for the effective application of Regulation (EU) No 604/2013”,             
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013R0603&from=en, accessed 20th   
August 2020. 
 
90 Ibidem. 
91 A.M. Calamia, M. Di Filippo, M. Gestri, Immigrazione, Diritto e Diritti: profili internazionalistici ed               
europei, p. 246, Wolters Kluwer Italia S.r.l, Milano, 2019. 
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massive flows of displaced persons coming at the border of one of the EU Member               

States. As defined by the Council Directive 2001/55, a displaced person is a citizen of a                

third-country who is stateless or has been evacuated due to the conditions of the              

country, or region, of origin and that cannot be repatriated because he or she would be                

subjected to violations of human rights. In fact, the persons that fall under this category               

are: persons who have fled areas of armed conflict or endemic violence and persons at               

serious risk of, or who have been the victims of, systematic or generalised violations of               

their human rights .  92

 

Subsidiary protection, on the other hand, is granted to a citizen of a third country who is                 

stateless or not eligible to be considered as a refugee. Protection is granted because              

there are still reasons to believe that if this person were repatriated, he or she would face                 

a real risk of suffering serious harm or, owing to such risk, unwilling to avail himself or                 

herself of the protection of that country . The notion of “serious harm” include: the              93

death penalty or execution; torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of             

an applicant in the country of origin or serious and individual threat to a civilian’s life                

or person by reason of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or internal             

armed conflict . 94

 

 

 

Final remarks 

92 Official Journal of the European Communities, “Council Directive 2001/55EC on minimum standards             
for giving temporary protection in the event of a mass influx of displaced persons and on measures                 
promoting a balance of efforts between Member States in receiving such persons and bearing the               
consequences thereof” 20th July 2001,     
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32001L0055&from=EN, accessed  
29th October 2020. 
 
93 Official Journal of the European Union, “Directive 2011/95/EU of the Parliament and of the Council                
on for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international              
protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and for the                 
content of the protection granted (recast)”, 13th December 2011,         
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32011L0095&from=EN, accessed  
29th October 2020. 
 
94 Ivi, Article 15, Chapter V. 
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Despite the broad legal framework and the high degree of protection of migrants’ rights,              

Europe is going through what it is possible to call as a crisis of protection and of policy                 

. Faced with forced displacement of refugees and asylum seekers coming from            95

different countries of the world, such as Syria and Libya, the focus of responses has               

continued to be on deterrence, deflection, and return. The core instruments of protection             

are enshrined within the EU Law but the approach that the EU has towards migration is                

currently more based on limiting and reducing regular pathways to enter legally and the              

externalisation of borders. This, on the long run, has led towards a humanitarian crisis              

that has been characterised by human rights violations committed by the EU Member             

States themselves, through the conclusion of bilateral agreements of dubious legitimacy           

with third countries, such as Libya and Turkey. This crisis of protection and policy              

“raises questions on the limits and potential of human rights norms, when invoked by              

migrants and refugees. Moreover, it also raises questions on the current state of play of               

both the theory and practice of international law, and the conflicting interests that             

underpin its shifting frontiers” . 96

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

CHAPTER 2 
 
 

The dangerous routes to Europe 
 

 

The international legal system guarantees a high degree of human rights protection or, at              

least, that is what States are supposed to guarantee by putting in practice the treaties and                

conventions they are bound to. EU countries still find it difficult to adopt alternative              

solutions to foster safe, orderly, and regular migration pathways. Their management of            

95 S. Mullally, “A Crisis of Protection in Europe: Migrants at Sea” in Proceedings of the Annual Meeting                  
(American Society of International Law), Vol. 110, pp. 173-178, 2016. 
 
96 Ibidem. 
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migration is currently based on two main approaches that have turned out to be              

unsuccessful and often in violation of migrants’ fundamental rights. The first one is             

externalising borders by cooperating with third countries that have the responsibility of            

discouraging and containing migration flows; the second is based on strengthening           

returns and rejections of asylum seekers. These two methods have surely decreased the             

irregular migration flows in the Mediterranean since 2015, when the so called            

“immigration crisis” reached its peak , but they constitute a securitarian approach that            97

does not allow migrants to travel in a safe manner, especially if they come from               

developing countries. The individual interests of the States, in many occasions, take            

over migrants’ and refugees’ rights which, on the contrary, become a “burden” to get rid               

of instead of persons whose rights must be protected. This has been demonstrated not              

only by the impossibility, or the unwillingness, to find a common approach to manage              

migration and ensuring responsibility sharing among the States but also by the systemic             

violations of human rights that occur in the cooperation of those States with             

third-countries which are not considered safe. In this chapter we will analyse the             

difficulties that the European Dublin Regulation presents and, in particular, the complex            

topic of responsibility-sharing; the unsuccessful agreements concluded with countries         

such as Turkey in the management of immigration flows; the human rights violations             

committed by the EU Member States. 

 
 
 
 
 

2.1 
From inadequate management to human rights violations 

 
 

The EU has got one of the most sophisticated asylum policy systems, but it is not                

always guaranteed that the Member States will put in practice what they are supposed to               

when dealing with migrants. This contradiction with the European regulations and           

directives that deal with the protection of migrants and refugees is due to a variety of                

reasons that go from the absence of a responsibility-sharing framework to the            

97 See infra Chapter 2 para 2.3. 
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externalisation of borders. The consequences of these two approaches have led to            

human rights violations . 98

 

As far as the concept of responsibility-sharing is concerned, it is important to highlight              

the potential that the Dublin Regulation, Regulation (EU) No 604/2013, could have if a              

deep reform were applied to it. As it was explained in the previous chapter, this               

regulation is important for the EU asylum system because it aims at making the              

Member States responsible for the examination of asylum seekers’ applications, but, as            

Article 3 of the Regulation states, the first Member State in which the application for               

international protection is lodged shall be responsible for examining it. The current            

situation is characterised by a deep inequality between the Southern Member States of             

the European Union and the Northern Member States. As a matter of fact, countries              

such as Italy, Spain, Greece and Malta are those that receive the vast majority of               

migrants that cross the Mediterranean . Being that the first country of entry is             99

responsible for processing asylum requests, the consequence is that the most exposed            

states to migration flows are subjected to a significant pressure. That is when the              

concept of “responsibility-sharing” , should be taken as a priority by the other Member             100

States, but it seems like, in practice, that concept does not exist. The need for substantial                

reform of the Regulation has been analysed by many NGOs, the UNHCR and the              

European Commission (EC) itself and they have all came to the conclusion that there              

are inherent structural flaws in the system, “such as the allocation of responsibility             

without any responsibility sharing mechanism, complex administrative procedures, and         

98 See infra Chapter 2 para 2.3, Chapter 3 para  3.1 and para 3.3.  
 
99 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, “The sea route: The Mediterranean passage in the               
age of refugees”, 1st July 2015,      
https://www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/5592bd059/sea-route-europe-mediterranean-passage-age-ref
ugees.html, accessed 11th September 2020. 
 
100 Official Journal of the European Union, “Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union”               
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN, Article 80   
“The policies of the Union set out in this Chapter and their implementation shall be governed by the                  
principle of solidarity and fair sharing of responsibility, including its financial implications, between the              
Member States. Whenever necessary, the Union acts adopted pursuant to this Chapter shall contain              
appropriate measures to give effect to this principle”, accessed 6th November 2020. 
 

 

https://www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/5592bd059/sea-route-europe-mediterranean-passage-age-refugees.html
https://www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/5592bd059/sea-route-europe-mediterranean-passage-age-refugees.html
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN
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little if any consideration of the individual circumstances of individual asylum seekers,            

which often leads to involuntary transfers or litigation” . 101

 

According to the 2015 Evaluation on the Dublin III Regulation conducted by the EC,              

the implementation of shifting the responsibility for an asylum applicant from a            

Member State to another is something that rarely happens: in 2014 only 8% of the total                

number of accepted take back and take charge requests led to physical transfers .             102

According to Article 21, paragraph 1, Section II of the Regulation – which deals with               

the procedures for take charge requests – a Member State can, within three months,              

request that another Member State takes charge of an applicant that has lodged the              

asylum application to a Member State which is not responsible for examining the             

application. Nevertheless, as it is furtherly explained in Article 21, if such request is not               

made within the three months period, the Member State in which the application was              

lodged first has the obligation to take charge of it . Take back requests are highlighted               103

by Article 24, which deals with submitting a take back request when no new              

application has been lodged in the requesting Member State. According to this Article,             

if a person who is staying in a Member state without a residence document and without                

having the application been lodged for international protection, such Member State can            

consider another Member State to be responsible and it may request for it to take back                

that person . Thus, the transfers of the applicants are often not carried out during the               104

six-month limit and that extension of time is often required – even though it is permitted                

in Article 29 of the Regulation. Another important aspect is that the hierarchy criteria              

for the allocation of responsibility does not consider the Member States’ capacity to             

101 European Council on Refugees and Exiles (Ecre),”The Road Out Of Dublin: Reform Of The Dublin                
Regulation”, 28th October 2016, https://www.ecre.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Policy-Note-02.pdf,     
accessed  11th September 2020. 
 
102 European Commission, “Evaluation of the Dublin III Regulation”, 4th December 2015,            
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/asylum/examination-of-appl
icants/docs/evaluation_of_the_dublin_iii_regulation_en.pdf, accessed 11th September 2020. 
 
103 Official Journal of the European Union, “Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament               
and of the Council”, 26th June 2013,       
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013R0604&from=EN, accessed  
12th September 2020. 
 
104 Ibidem. 
 

 

https://www.ecre.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Policy-Note-02.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/asylum/examination-of-applicants/docs/evaluation_of_the_dublin_iii_regulation_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/asylum/examination-of-applicants/docs/evaluation_of_the_dublin_iii_regulation_en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32013R0604&from=EN
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provide protection and it was not created to distribute responsibility in an appropriate             

manner. As it is stated in Article 7(3), Chapter III of the Regulation: 

 
«[...]Member States shall take into consideration any available evidence regarding the presence,            
on the territory of a Member State, of family members, relatives or any other family relations of                 
the applicant, on condition that such evidence is produced before another Member State accepts              
the request to take charge or take back the person concerned[...]». 
 
Family unity criteria is at the top of the hierarchy, yet, as it is explained in the                 

Regulation, the criteria that are used the most are those that relate to documentation and               

entry reasons . Families must often fight for the rights to family life by challenging              105

decisions of the Member States authorities. Most of the time, because of harsh             

administrative procedures, families have to wait for a long time before reuniting. The             

case of Akram, reported by the Danish Refugee Council, can give us an idea of what                

usually happens . After fleeing Syria, 17-year-old Akram went to Greece in 2017 with             106

his brother, Nidal, who was 20 years old. Their older sister, Amena, 28 years old, was                

married with children and had refugee status and was living in Germany. Akram and              

Nidal wanted to be reunited with their sister, therefore, the Greek authorities requested             

the German authorities to take charge of Akram’s asylum application. Nevertheless, in            

2018, the German authorities rejected the request because the siblings had not proved             

their relationship; in addition, they lived apart for more than four years, and Akram was               

not recognised as being dependent on Amena. Afterwards, the Greek authorities sent a             

request for re-examination which included the best interests of the child assessment for             

Akram that the Danish Refugee Council had helped prepare as well as his family book               

from Syria. Thus, the German authorities replied that these documents needed to be             

translated. In Mid-February 2018, the Greek authorities sent the translated documents to            

105 Regulation (EU) No 604/2013, Article 12 (1) “Where the applicant is in possession of a valid residence                  
document, the Member State which issued the document shall be responsible for examining the              
application for international protection”, Article 13 (1) “Where it is established, on the basis of proof or                 
circumstantial evidence as described in the two lists mentioned in Article 22 (3) of this Regulation,                
including the data referred to in Regulation (EU) No 603/2013, that an applicant has irregularly crossed                
the border into a Member State by land, sea or air having come from a third country, the Member State                    
thus entered shall be responsible for examining the application for international protection. That             
responsibility shall cease 12 months after the date on which the irregular border crossing took place”. 
 
106 Danish Refugee Council, “When the Dublin System Keeps Families apart”, May 2018,             
https://drc.ngo/media/bmlotrlk/drc-policy-brief-when-the-dublin-system-keeps-families-apart-may-2018-f
inal.pdf, accessed 18th September 2020. 
 

 

https://drc.ngo/media/bmlotrlk/drc-policy-brief-when-the-dublin-system-keeps-families-apart-may-2018-final.pdf
https://drc.ngo/media/bmlotrlk/drc-policy-brief-when-the-dublin-system-keeps-families-apart-may-2018-final.pdf
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the German authorities, but as of May 2018 no reply was received. Akram had therefore               

to continue staying at a refugee camp in central Greece without the support of his sister. 

 

In 2016, in “The situation in the Mediterranean and the need for a holistic EU approach                

to migration” resolution, the European Parliament expressed its position on the Dublin            

System . Among the most important key points of the resolution there are: the             107

importance of revising the criterion that the Member State of first entry is responsible              

for the examination of a claim for international protection; establishing a central system             

of application at the Union level and to establish a central system for the assignment of                

responsibility for anyone looking for asylum in the EU; ensuring the key concepts of              

family unity and the best interests for the child; developing safe and lawful routes for               

asylum seekers and refugees into the EU. The EC’s proposal of a Dublin IV Regulation               

aims at ensuring fair responsibility between the Member States by enhancing a            

corrective allocation mechanism in cases of disproportionate pressure and ensuring a           

fairness mechanism based on solidarity by taking into account resettlements effort by a             

Member State to resettle those in need of international protection direct from a third              

country. The new system would work especially when a country is dealing with high              

numbers of asylum applications . 108

 

Despite the good intentions, the proposal of a Dublin IV Regulation is still far from               

becoming reality. With disagreements blocking reforms of EU asylum laws and fair            

distribution of responsibility the focus remained on keeping migrants and asylum           

seekers away from the EU, including through problematic proposals for the           

externalisation of borders and “migration cooperation with non-EU countries with fewer           

resources, uneven human rights records, and less capacity to process asylum claims” .            109

107 European Parliament, “The situation in the Mediterranean and the need for a holistic EU approach to                 
migration”, https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2016-0102_EN.pdf, 12th April 2016,     
accessed 19th September 2020. 
 
108 European Commission, “Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council”, 4th                

May 2016,  
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:6d8cdc8b-63f7-11e8-ab9c-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DO
C_1&format=PDF, accessed 19th September 2020. 
 
109 Human Rights Watch, “World Report. European Union”, 2019,         
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/european-union#fa79c3, accessed 22nd   

September 2020. 
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Along with the impossibility to find a common ground between the Member States             

there has been the rise of the influence of far-right governments across Europe, such as               

the so called Visegrad countries . Since 2016, such countries have contrasted the quota             110

system – such as the Emergency Proposal for the refugee crisis that reached its peak in                

2015 – that was meant to redistribute refugees across the Member States . The             111 112

leaders of the Visegrad countries have been promoting an anti-immigrant rhetoric based            

on xenophobia and on the imposition of hard-line restrictions on immigration. 

 

Hungary is the country that has been under the spotlight for promoting racist and              

aggressive policies – along with a xenophobic propaganda – in contrast with the basic              

human rights. 76% of Hungarians said refugees increased the likelihood of terrorism in             

their country : as Felipe González Morales, Special United Nations Rapporteur on the            113

Human Rights for Migrants affirmed in 2019, “Migrants [in Hungary] are portrayed as             

dangerous enemies in both official and public discourses” . In 2015, Hungary built a             114

fence topped by a razor wire along the country’s southern border with Serbia: Hungary              

has systematically been violating international human rights by denying entry, arresting           

and returning refugees and asylum seekers using disproportionate force . In 2019, the            115

Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights strongly condemned Hungary’s          

ill-treatment of asylum seekers by highlighting the violations that have been committed            

 
110 European Council, “The Visegrad group (V4)”. Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia.             
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/it/documents-publications/library/library-blog/posts/the-visegrad-group-
v4/, accessed 7th January 2021. 
 
111 European Commission, “Refugee Crisis - Q&A on Emergency Relocation”,          
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/MEMO_15_5698, 22nd September 2015, accessed     
5th October 2020. 
 
112 D. Howden, “The Manufacture of Hatred: Scapegoating Refugees in Central Europe”, The New              
Humanitarian, 14th December 2016. 
113 Ivi. 
 
114 United Nations Human Rights, “Hungary: Government’s declared migrant ‘crisis’ does not            
correspond to reality and leads to human rights violations, says UN expert”, 17th July 2019,               
https://ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24831, accessed 5th October 2020. 
 
115 United Nations Human Rights, “Hungary violating international law in response to migration crisis:              
Zeid”, 17th September 2015,    
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=16449&LangID=E, accessed  
5th October 2020. 
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by the hungarian authorities. Among these there are: systematic detention of asylum            

seekers, including children, in transit zones; inadequate access to legal protection as            

well as excessive use of police violence against foreign nationals during deportations            

and deprivation of food . In June 2018, the Hungarian Government adopted the “Stop             116

Soros” law which criminalises the act of helping undocumented migrants, especially the            

NGOs involved in such operations . In July of the same year, the EC denounced the               117

new law highlighting all the violations that Hungary committed in relation to asylum             

procedures and the “Stop Soros” law by referring the cases to the European Court of               

Justice (ECJ) . The Commission found that Hungarian legislation was incompatible          118

with the EU law in respect of: failing to provide effective access to asylum procedures               

and special guarantees to vulnerable individuals (violation of the Asylum Procedures           

Directive); arbitrary and indefinite detention of asylum seekers in transit zones           

(violation of the Reception Condition Directive). Finally, The Hungarian law did not            

comply with the EU Return Directive because it failed to ensure that return decisions              

included information on legal remedies. As a result, migrants risked being returned            

without the appropriate safeguards and, by doing so, the consequence would have been             

the breach of the non-refoulement principle. As for the “Stop Soros” law, the             

Commission stated that:  

 
«[...]the criminalisation of support for asylum and residence applications and the related            
restraining measures curtail asylum applicants’ right to communicate with and be assisted by             
relevant national, international and non-governmental organisations. This is in violation of the            
Asylum Procedures Directive and the Reception Conditions Directive. This law also unduly            
restricts the exercise of free movement rights of EU citizens without due regard for procedural               
guarantees or for the rights of the people affected. This is in violation of Articles 20 and 21(1)                  

116 Council of Europe, “Commissioner For Human Rights of the Council of Europe. Report following her                
visit to Hungary from 4 to 8 February 2019”, 21st May 2019            
https://rm.coe.int/report-on-the-visit-to-hungary-from-4-to-8-february-2019-by-dunja-mija/1680942f0d, 
accessed 5th October 2020. 
 
117 T. Boros, “The Hungarian “STOP Soros” Act”,        
https://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/budapest/14205.pdf, 2018, accessed 6th October 2020. George Soros        
is a philanthropist who has also offered his support to human rights organizations. 
 
118 European Commission,“Migration and Asylum: Commission takes further steps in infringement           
procedures against Hungary”, 19th July 2018,      
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_18_4522, accessed 6th October 2020. 
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of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU) and the Free Movement Directive, as well as                  
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights» . 119

 

The ECJ ruled that the Hungarian legislation was in contrast with the EU Law and that                

Hungary had to repeal the law . But thinking that immigration is contrasted only by              120

the “far-right populist countries” is a mistake because it is actually possible to see that               

migrants are often pushed back by the majority of the Member States of the European               

Union. For example, France – which is not constituted by a far-right populist             

government – has been adopting illegal practices towards migrants who cross the border             

in Ventimiglia: in Menton, first French city after Ventimiglia, border controls became            

the excuse for the systemic return of migrant people to Italy. This prevents them from               

applying for asylum in France. Yet, both French law and international rules guarantee             

this right . Moreover: 121

 
«In February 2018, together with local associations, lawyers and organisations such as La             
Cimade, Amnesty International, Médecins du Monde and the Secours Catholique, MSF           
[Médecins Sans Frontières] started to document the situation and to call for the cessation of               
such actions. Following these first observations, 20 cases of unaccompanied children being            
returned to Italy were referred to the Administrative Tribunal of Nice. The judge concluded that               
these practices were illegal and suspended the refusal of entry decisions against 19 minors» . 122

 

Many children who arrive on their own in France have suffered from abuses in their               

home countries: torture, forced labor, and other ill-treatment in Libya; and undergone            

terrifying sea crossings on overcrowded boats on their way to Europe . Another case             123

to mention is the N.D. and N.T. v. Spain in which the decision of the European Court on                  

119 Ibidem. 
 
120 Court of Justice of the European Union, “The restrictions imposed by Hungary on the financing of                 
civil organisations by persons established outside that Member State do not comply with EU law”, 18th                
June 2020, https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2020-06/cp200073en.pdf, accessed    
6th October 2020. 
 
121 Médecins Sans Frontières, “Violations of migrants’ rights at the France-Italy border”, 2nd August              
2018, https://www.msf.org/violations-migrants%E2%80%99-rights-france-italy-border, accessed 22nd    
September 2020. 
 
122 Ibidem. 
 
123 Human Rights Watch, “France: Immigrant Children Being Denied Protection”, 5th September 2019,             
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/09/05/france-immigrant-children-being-denied-protection, accessed  
22nd September 2020. 
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Human Rights (ECtHR) raised strong criticism . On 13th February 2020, the Grand            124

Chamber rejected the complaint of two migrants, an Ivorian and a Malian nationals,             

who had been pushed back by Spanish border police to Morocco – overturning the 2017               

judgment that found a breach of the prohibition of collective expulsion, under Article 4              

Protocol No. 4 . While the Grand Chamber recognised the expulsion of the applicants             125

to Morocco, it found that the applicants chose to enter Spain as a group, taking               

advantage of their large numbers and using force . The Chamber stated: 126

 
«[...]the Court considers that it was in fact the applicants who placed themselves in jeopardy by                
participating in the storming of the Melilla border fences in August 2014, taking advantage of               
the group’s large numbers and using force. They did not make use of the existing legal                
procedures for gaining lawful entry to Spanish territory in accordance with the provisions of the               
Schengen Borders Code concerning the crossing of the Schengen area’s external borders (see             
paragraph 45 above). Consequently, in accordance with its settled case-law, the Court considers             
that the lack of individual removal decisions can be attributed to the fact that the applicants, if                 
they indeed wished to assert rights under the Convention, did not make use of the official entry                 
procedures existing for that purpose, and was thus a consequence of their own conduct (see               
references in paragraph 200 above). Accordingly, there has been no violation of Article 4 of               
Protocol No. 4». 
 
Moreover, the Grand Chamber ruled in a way in which it did not place at the centre of                  

judicial scrutiny the extent to which the state party observed or violated their             

engagements under the ECHR and its Protocols, including the disproportionate use of            

force and violence by Spanish authorities against the applicants. Instead, the judges            

decided to focus on whether the applicants’ conduct deserved the ECHR protection. The             

problem with this approach is that “it adopts a point of departure running against the               

ECHR person-centric mandate to primarily safeguard individuals’ human rights in their           

124 European Court of Human Rights, “N.D. and N.T. v. Spain”, Applications 8675/15 and 8697/15,               
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22itemid%22:[%22001-201353%22]}, accessed 30th October 2020. 
 
125 European Court of Human Rights, “N.D and N.T v. Spain”, Applications nos. 8675/15 and 8697/15,                
this case was referred to the grand chamber which delivered judgment in the case on 13/02/2020,                
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22itemid%22:[%22001-177683%22]}, accessed 30th October 2020. 
 
126 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “Blog on N.D. and N.T. v. Spain: Do Hot Returns Require                  
Dold Decision-Making?”, 6th March 2020,     
https://www.ecre.org/blog-on-n-d-and-n-t-v-spain-do-hot-returns-require-cold-decision-making/#:~:text=
On%2013%20February%202020%2C%20the,were%20summarily%20returned%20to%20Morocco., 
accessed 30th October 2020. 
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interactions with states” . The decision has been perceived as too punitive for a human              127

rights court and, in fact the general secretary of the European Centre for Constitutional              

and Human Rights stated that such a decision would have been perceived as a carte               

blanche for violent push-backs everywhere in Europe . As a matter of fact, returns and              128

push-backs are the current predominant approach to migration and the EU is responsible             

for the negative consequences towards migrants. One of these approaches is the            

externalisation of borders which, on the long run, has caused certain human rights             

violations that raise questions on the legitimacy of such a practice of immigration             

management.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2.2 

The externalisation of borders  

 

The EU has been managing its external action on migration through an approach called              

“externalisation” of borders which means “to delocalise the limits of the control of a              

sovereign country through the implication and accountability of other countries” .  129

 

As a matter of fact, the EU Member States and the overall approach of the EU to                 

migration is based on bilateral agreements or partnerships with third countries that aim             

at contrasting illegal immigration. But in these agreements there’s the lack of            

127 S. Carrera, “The Strasbourg Court Judgement N.D. and N.T. v Spain A Carte Blanche to Push Backs at                   
EU External Borders?”, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies Migration Policy Centre, 2020,             
https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/66629/RSCAS%202020_21.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y, 
accessed 30th October 2020. 
 
128 S. Jones, “European court under fire for backing Spain's express deportations”, The Guardian, 13th               
February 2020. 
 
129 H. Afailal and M. Fernandez, Athens Journal of Mediterranean Studies, in “The externalization of               
European Borders: the other face of Coloniality Turkey as case study”, vol. 4, Issue 3, July 2018, p. 217,                   
accessed 22nd September 2020. 
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transparency and certainty due to the tendency of adopting an informal approach to             

immigration management . Despite the EU aims at “conducting policy dialogues and           130

cooperation with non-EU countries [...] through development cooperation and         

combating and reducing illegal immigration” , through the adoption of directives or           131

financial contributions to development projects in third countries, there is always the            

lack of an implementation of the juridical power represented by the EU agreements. As              

demonstrated by the Communication given by the EC in 2016 on a New Partnership              

Framework with third countries, in which it is stated that the paramount priority is “to               

achieve fast and operational returns, and not necessarily formal readmission          

agreements” , there is a “securitarian” approach to migration based mostly on the            132

repatriation of irregular migrants even in the absence of readmission agreements. There            

is an evident problematic and worrying approach towards migration that, under this            

perspective, looks like a problem to get rid of by all means necessary, illegal or informal                

means included, rather than a cooperation between States that are bound to respect             

international human rights obligations. This approach has also been confirmed by the            

way the European Council addressed migration in its Conclusions on Security, Defence            

and Migration in 2017, and the Malta Declaration signed by the European Heads of              

State in the same year. In the first case, the European Council stated that “pragmatic               

arrangements” with third countries should be put in place at the EU level “without any               

further delay by using all possible levers” . In the second case, point No. 6 of the Malta                 133

Declaration states the willingness on financing the so-called Lybian “Coast Guard”           

130 F. Casolari, “L’interazione tra accordi internazionali dell’Unione Europea ed accordi conclusi dagli             
stati membri con stati terzi per il contrasto dell’immigrazione irregolare”, in Diritto, Immigrazione e              
Cittadinanza, Fascicolo n. 1, 2018. 
 
131 European Commission, “Global Approach to Migration and Mobility”,         
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/international-affairs/global-approach-to-migration_
en, accessed 3rd December 2020. 
 
132 European Commission, “Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament the            
European Council, the Council and the European Investment Bank on establishing a new Partnership              
Framework with third countries under the European Agenda on Migration” 7th June 2016,             
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:763f0d11-2d86-11e6-b497-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DO
C_1&format=PDF, accessed 3rd December 2020. 
 
133 European Council, “Conclusions”, 23rd June 2017,       
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/23985/22-23-euco-final-conclusions.pdf, accessed 3rd December    
2020. 
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through training and equipment and point No. 8 reaffirms the importance of developing             

the EU’s external action . As a matter of fact, the EU external action has been               134

developed and it is based on arguable agreements with third countries, which on the              

long run have led to human rights violations, and the collaboration with the Libyan              

“Coast Guard” that is constituted by militias known for returning migrants to arbitrary             

detention in inhuman hosting facilities or detention centers.  

 

In this regard, we need to mention two main agreements that will be analysed in two                

different chapters: the EU-Turkey Statement (2016) and the Memorandum of          135

Understanding concluded between Italy and Libya (2017) . These agreements have led           136

to human rights violations towards migrants due to the high number of illegal             

push-backs or returns both perpetrated by the EU Member States and their third country              

partners. In this first part we focus on the violations of human rights that the               

relationship between the EU and Turkey has led to and the conditions that migrants              

have to face in refugee camps such as those in Moria (Greece).  

 

 

 

 

2.3 

The EU-Turkey Statement effects and the human rights violations in Greece 

 

134 European Council, “Malta Declaration by the members of the European Council on the external               
aspects of migration: addressing the Central Mediterranean route”, 3rd February 2017,           
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/02/03/malta-declaration/, accessed 19th   
October 2020. 
 
135 European Council, “Eu-Turkey Statement”,     
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2016/03/18/eu-turkey-statement/pdf, 18th March   
2016, accessed 22nd September 2020. The main objectives of this statement deal with Turkey being in                
charge of taking any necessary measures to prevent new sea or land routes for irregular migration opening                 
from Turkey to the EU. Moreover for every Syrian being returned to Turkey from the Greek islands,                 
another Syrian would be resettled to the European Union. 
 
136 E.Vari, “Italy-Libya Memorandum of Understanding: Italy’s International Obligations”, in Hastings           
International and Comparative Law Review, Vol. 43, No. 1, 2020. It is based on cooperation in the                 
development sector, contrasting illegal immigration, human trafficking and contraband and on reinforcing            
the border security. See infra, Chapter 3, para 3.1. 
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In 2016, Turkey started to threaten the EU by stating it would have opened the borders                

to let migrants reach EU countries because containing migrants was becoming           

impossible and, since 2016, Turkey has threatened repeatedly to “open the gates” amid             

several disputes with Europe and that is what eventually happened, allowing large            

numbers of migrants to arrive in Greece. The fact that asylum seekers and refugees are               

considered to be as a burden and as a threatening weapon to utilise for selfish political                

agendas rather than individuals whose rights must be respected can make us understand             

how the approach to migration flows that the EU and its third-country collaborators             

have are in violation of the international treaties and conventions on human rights. The              

situation that the migrants are facing in the refugee camp of Moria, in Lesbos (Greece),               

can be taken as an example. This kind of approach to manage migration has led to                

human rights violations caused by the fact that while people who arrive to the Greek               

islands have the right to apply for asylum, the Statement between the EU and Turkey               

focuses on returns . As a matter of fact, the EU-Turkey Statement encourages            137

discrimination and detention on the ground of nationality and causes delays in the in              

asylum procedures. Such delays, along with poor living conditions in hotspots, has led             

asylum seekers and prima facie refugees to feel obliged to accept returns to either              

Turkey or to their countries of origin . Despite the fact that the UNHCR tries to reach                138

out to individuals prior to return operations, the Greek police are not willing to share               

information about their legal and asylum situation. In addition, human rights monitoring            

has become harder and harder since individuals in pre-removal proceedings can be            

detained at local police posts or in detention centres . 139

 

Greece is facing a refugee crisis which is constituted by 118.000 refugees and asylum              

seekers, the majority of whom are children and youth: in fact, over 60% of refugees are                

under the age of thirty and more than 5.000 are unaccompanied minors; in addition to               

137 M. J. Alpes, S. Tunaboylu, I. van Liempt , “Human Rights Violations by Design: EU-Turkey                
Statement Prioritises Returns from Greece Over Access to Asylum”,         
https://www.borderline-europe.de/sites/default/files/background/RSCAS_PB_2017_29_MPC.pdf, 
November 2017, accessed 23rd September  2020. 
 
138 Ivi, p. 2. 
 
139 Ivi, p. 6. 
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more than 76.000 refugees on the mainland, more than 42.000 live on the Greek island               

. Moreover, the Moria camp was supposed to contain 2.500 people but is is actually               140

overcrowded with people who are forced to live in poor conditions with limited access              

at all to basic services: migrants live in small tents; the grounds have poor water               

sanitation, facilities and insufficient access to electricity and lighting; health services are            

insufficient with shortages of doctors and psychologists . Women and girls are likely            141

to be more exposed to sexual harassment and they are facing many difficulties due to               

the lack of proper sanitation: in fact, the camp authorities provide few supplies such as               

sanitary pads and many other necessary tools for pregnant women .  142

 

On 31st March 2020, the UNHCR, the International Organization for Migration (IOM)            

and the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), in a joint press release,              

urged the countries of the world not only to ensure the access to health services for                

asylum seekers and refugees but also to release them, especially migrant children and             

families, from detention centers . These international institutions stressed the         143

importance of managing the borders restrictions, which have been closed to contrast the             

spread of the Covid-19 virus, in a manner that would have respected international             

human rights and refugee protection standards, including the principle of          

non-refoulement through quarantine and health checks. Yet, the case of Greece is an             

evident example of how such recommendations were not taken into consideration at all.             

Moria has become a hotspot for migrants where asylum seekers are trapped: when the              

Member States of the European Union were bracing themselves with new policies that             

140 M. Jalbout, “Finding Solutions to Greece’s refugee education crisis”, April 2020,            
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/RefugeeEducation-Report-240420-2.pdf, accessed  
27th September 2020. 
 
141 Ivi, pp. 27-28. 
 
142 Human Rights Watch, “Greece: Dire Risks for Women Asylum Seekers”, 15th December, 2017,              
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/12/15/greece-dire-risks-women-asylum-seekers, accessed 27th September    
2020. 
 
143 World Health Organization, “OHCHR, IOM, UNHCR and WHO joint press release: the rights and               
health of refugees, migrants and stateless must be protected in COVID-19 response”,            
https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/31-03-2020-ohchr-iom-unhcr-and-who-joint-press-release-the-rig
hts-and-health-of-refugees-migrants-and-stateless-must-be-protected-in-covid-19-response, 31st March   
2020, accessed 28th September 2020. 
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aimed at contrasting the Covid-19 virus, such as physical distancing and face masks             

distribution, migrants were neither allowed to leave the camp nor to live separated from              

each other and no solution was given to face the overwhelming situation. Article 25 of               

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that:  

 
«everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself                 
and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social              
services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,             
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control» . 144

 

However, it is quite evident that the asylum seekers and refugees in Moria have not               

been able to enjoy this right which is also highlighted by Article 35 of the EU Charter of                  

Fundamental Rights:  

 
«Everyone has the right of access to preventive health care and the right to benefit from medical                 
treatment under the conditions established by national laws and practices. A high level of              
human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementation of all Union              
policies and activities» . 145

 
As reported by the Greek Council for Refugees, on March 2nd 2020, the Greek              

government, suspended the right to asylum through the Decree Law 4681/2020 and no             

asylum seeker in the month of March was able to access international protection .             146

Moreover, their asylum requests were not registered, and they received no assistance.            

Upon arrival, all asylum seekers without exception were detained for the purpose of             

deportation . The principle of non-refoulement was furtherly violated when, the Greek           147

coast guard started shooting towards asylum seekers, regardless of their age, who were             

144 United Nations, “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”, Article 25, 10th December 1948,             
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR_Translations/eng.pdf, accessed 28th September    
2020. 
 
145 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, “Article 35 - Healthcare”,          
https://fra.europa.eu/en/eu-charter/article/35-health-care, accessed 28th September 2020. 
 
146 Greek Council for Refugees, “Lesbos Covid-19 Briefing”, 1st April 2020,           
file:///Users/oqueens/Downloads/1_April_Oxfam_&_GCR_Lesbos_special_COVID-19_briefing.pdf, 
accessed 28th September 2020. 
 
147 Ibidem. 
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arriving to the Greek islands on a rubber dinghy . The United Nations Special             148

Rapporteur on the human rights for migrants, Felipe González Morales, stated that            

“migrants who managed to cross the border were allegedly intercepted by Greek border             

guards, detained, stripped, confiscated of belongings and pushed back to Turkey. This            

alleged excessive use of force seems to have led to deaths and injuries, including the               

death of Syrian asylum seekers” . 149

 

The most recent incident that furtherly deteriorated the living conditions of migrants            

and refugees is the fires that consumed the refugee camp in Moria and left 13.000               

asylum seekers without shelter . This has led some Member States of the European             150

Union, such as Italy, Croatia, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg and Portugal, to            

rethink about the question of responsibility sharing and they accepted to contribute in             

relocating 1600 migrants . Thus, this does not mean that the approach to migration is              151

going to change any sooner and, as a matter of fact, the New Pact on Migration and                 

Asylum announced by the European Commission has already been criticised by           152

human rights advocates and NGOs. As it is stated in point number 2 of the Pact, the                 

document “contains a number of provisions related to the proposed Asylum Procedures            

Regulation and the proposed Regulation on Asylum and Migration Management, as           

well as provisions on granting of immediate protection status in situations of crisis” . 153

148 M. Sadiq, “Greek coastguards in altercation with migrant dinghy as Turkey opens border”, The               
Guardian, 2nd March 2020. 
 
149 United Nations Human Rights, “Greece: Rights violations against asylum seekers at Turkey-Greece             
border must stop – UN Special Rapporteur”, 23rd March 2020,          
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25736&LangID=E, accessed  
29th September 2020. 
 
150 Human Rights Watch, “Greece’s Moria Camp Fire: What’s Next?”, September 12th 2020,             
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/09/12/greeces-moria-camp-fire-whats-next, accessed 29th September    
2020. 
 
151 E. Wallis, “Who will be on the list of 1,600 refugees relocated from Greece?”, InfoMigrants, 17th                 
March 2020. 
 
152 European Commission, “Proposal for a regulation of the european parliament and of the council”, 23rd                
September 2020,  
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/proposal_for_a_regulation_of_the_european_parliament_and_of_
the_council_addressing_situations_of_crisis_and_force_majeure_in_the_field_of_migration_and_asylum
.pdf, accessed 30th September 2020. 
 
153 Ibidem. 
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It is possible to divide the Pact into “three floors”: the first floor is characterised by                

forging partnerships with foreign states by using diplomatic incentives such as visa            

allocations to cooperate with third countries in order to contain migration flows. Yet we              

have seen how cooperation with third countries does not automatically mean that such             

partners will behave with the aim of respecting human rights. The second floor is based               

on investing on policing the seas and the borders for the arrival of migrants, by               

reinforcing agencies such as Frontex, the European Border and the Coast Guard            

Agency. Moreover there is the proposal for a “fast-tracked border procedure” for            

dealing quickly with all those unlikely to get asylum but it seems like it is quite hard not                  

to imagine the creation of hotspots similar to the one in Moria (even if this pact is                 

supposed to avoid such conditions) . The third and last floor is based on the so-called               154

“mandatory solidarity” which is based on mandatory responsibility sharing but it           

contains a controversial aspect. Despite the fact that this mechanism may work in             

alleviating the “burden” of processing asylum application for certain countries – due to             

the fact that with this pact, inaction would no longer be an option, along with the                

contribution of 10.000 euros that the EU would offer to the Member States for each               

refugee admitted – it seems like the concept of “solidarity” is more based on returning               

asylum seekers rather than to accept them. As a matter of fact, with the introduction of                

“return sponsorship”, if a Member State refuses to admit asylum seekers, it can             

contribute by financing their deportation. As a consequence,“if responsibility-sharing         

means that Member States [...] can commit to participate in returns processes and just              

pay for returns, it does nothing for asylum seekers” .  155

 

 

 

Final remarks 

 

 
154 E. Reidy, “No more Morias”: New EU migration policy met with scepticism”, The New Humanitarian,                
23rd September 2020. 
 
155 Ibidem. 
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The overall approach is based on containing migration flows. The EU Member States             

are considering international mobility as a matter of internal security and control rather             

than a matter of human rights protection. This has been proved by the way the states                

have, in more occasions, violated the principle of non-refoulement by taking action in             

illegal push-backs or “building walls” – such as Hungary. There is the lack of a               

comprehensive approach to migration which, if taken seriously, could be the solution            

for the protection of migrants’ fundamental rights. However, the Member States are            

quite reluctant in cooperating with a common view on human rights protection because             

that would mean sharing the responsibility, as provided for by Article 80 of the TFEU.               

As a matter of fact, cooperating with third countries has become the main way to               

contain migration flows. The EU should take a decisive step forward, making a             

substantial and concrete commitment for resettlement and other forms of admission, as            

part of a strategic response to the global refugee crisis. On the one hand, the EU                

Member States should offer more resettlement places and opening up safe and legal             

access channels, and alternative forms of admission, also by fulfilling obligations to            

family reunification, ensuring that people’s rights to family life are fulfilled . On the             156

other hand, no relevant and different approach has been adopted, as the analysis on the               

conditions in which asylum seekers in the camps of Moria has shown. The evidence of a                

failure in the overall behaviour of the EU is given by the attitude towards the Search                

and Rescue (SAR) operations in the Central Mediterranean, the delegation of such            

operations to Libyan authorities and the criminalisation of NGOs . In this regard, we             157

can take the Italian case as an example and, in the following chapter, we will analyse its                 

approach to migration flows. 

 

 

 

156 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “EU external cooperation and global responsibility sharing:              
towards an EU agenda for refugee protection”, February 2017,         
https://www.ecre.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Policy-Papers-03.pdf, accessed 9th December 2020. 
 
157 M. Giovannetti, N. Zorzella, Ius Migrandi. Trent’anni di politiche e legislazione sull’immigrazione in              
Italia, Milano, Franco Angeli, 2020. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Italy’s approach to migration  

 

Before moving onto the analysis of Italy’s cooperation with Libya we need to recall that               

Italy is part of a broader context which is the EU. As a matter of fact, the EU approach                   

towards migration is mostly based on containing flows by cooperating with third            

countries and engaging on activities designed “to deter migrants from reaching their            

shores” . The EU has been collaborating with Libya on the repression of the freedom              158

of movement of migrants: since 2014, the EU, through its Trust fund for Africa , has               159

mobilised 338,000,000 euros on “migration-related projects” in Libya, 91,300,000 of          

which are based on Support to Integrated Border Management . The main goals of the              160

Support are operations that go from setting up basic operational rooms for the Coast              

Guards in Tripoli to supporting the Libyan Coast Guard “in the form of training,              

including on human rights, and equipment (for example: repair of existing vessels,            

supply of communication and rescue equipment)” . Nevertheless, many of these          161

operations have turned deadly for migrants, who are being pushed back to Libya and              

forced to stay in detention centers. 

 

 

 

158 L. Nessel, “Externalized Borders and the Invisible Refugee”, Research Gate, April 2011,             
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228188120_Externalized_Borders_and_the_Invisible_Refugee, 
accessed 9th October 2020. 
 
159 European Commission, “A European agenda on migration”, 2015, “a Trust Fund is an innovative               
mechanism under the EU’s Financial Regulation used in the field of development cooperation to pool               
large resources from different donors to enable a swift, common, complementary and flexible response to               
the different dimensions of an emergency situation”, European Commission, 2015          
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/
background-information/docs/2_factsheet_emergency_trust_fund_africa_en.pdf, accessed 11th October    
2020. 
 
160 European Commission, “EU cooperation on migration in Libya”, December 2018,           
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/eutf-noa-libya.pdf, accessed October 11th    
2020. 
 
161 Ibidem. 
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3.1 

Italy’s cooperation with Libya 

 

The cooperation between Italy and Libya is not recent. In 2008 the Treaty on Friendship               

partnership and cooperation was concluded in Benghazi, and ratified on 6th February            

2009 . The Treaty is composed of 23 Articles in which the relevant Articles that deal               162

with human rights immigration are Article 6 and Article 19 . Article 6 is part of a list                 163

of General Principles and it states that the Parties to the Treaty are going to respect the                 

human rights and the fundamental freedoms present in the respective laws, objectives            

and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration on              

Human Rights. Article 19 states the importance of the fight against terrorism, organised             

crime and illegal immigration: the Parties to the Treaty have to promote a system of               

control over the Libyan terrestrial borders with the help of Italy that is willing to               

financially support all the technological aspects of the plan to stop illegal immigration             

flows towards Libya. 

 

As we can see there is no reference to a different approach to migration that would help                 

migrants reach Europe safely: the modus operandi that has been adopted is based on              

push backs and control. In addition, the premise stated in Article 6 of the Treaty is quite                 

vague and it does not give us further information regarding migrants’ rights. As a matter               

of fact, the Hirsi Jamaa and Others v Italy case can give us an example of how the                  

principle of non-refoulement was violated by the Italian government . In 2009, 11            164

162 N. Ronzitti, “The Treaty on Friendship, Partnership and Cooperation between Italy and Libya: New               
Prospects for Cooperation in the Mediterranean”?, in Bulletin of Italian Politics, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Summer                
2009), p.127. The conclusion of the Treaty was preceded by a number of bilateral agreements that dealt                 
with issues such as Libyan requests for reparations – as a consequence of damages caused by Italian                 
colonialism – and illegal immigration. 
 
163 Camera dei Deputati, XVI Legislatura, “Ratifica ed esecuzione del Trattato di amicizia, partenariato e               
cooperazione tra la Repubblica italiana e la Grande Giamahiria araba libica popolare socialista, Bengasi,              
30 agosto 2008”,   
https://www.camera.it/_dati/leg16/lavori/schedela/apritelecomando_wai.asp?codice=16pdl0017390 
accessed 12th October 2020. 
 
164 European Court of Human Rights, Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy, Application no. 27765/09,               
Judgment 23rd February 2012, https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/spa#{%22itemid%22:[%22001-109231%22]},     
accessed 13th October 2020. 
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Somali nationals and 13 Eritrean nationals, were on three vessels with the aim of              

reaching Italy with 200 other individuals when they were intercepted by the Italian             

Revenue Police and the Coastguard. They were then transferred onto Italian military            

ships and returned to Libya under the custody of the Libyan authorities. The applicants              

affirmed that during that trip the Italian authorities neither informed them on their             

destination nor they identified them. In addition, all of the applicants’ personal effects,             

such as the documents confirming their identity, were confiscated. At a press conference             

held on 7th May 2009, the Italian Minister of the Interior affirmed that the operation to                

intercept the vessels on the high seas and to push the migrants back to Libya was the                 

consequence of the entry into force of the Treaty of Friendship concluded with Libya,              

and represented an important turning point in the fight against illegal immigration .            165

Among the important aspects that were taken into account by the ECtHR was the fact               

that the applicants were under the jurisdiction of Italy while being on its military ships               

for the purposes of Article 1 of the ECHR which states that “the High Contracting               

Parties shall secure to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms[...]”.            

Thus, the crucial point of the case is the violation of Article 3 and Article 4 Protocol n.                  

4 of the Convention: Article 3 states that no one should be subjected to ill treatment or                 

punishment, which is what the applicants would have had to face if returned to Somalia               

and Eritrea. Article 4 Protocol n. 4 states that “collective expulsion of aliens is              

prohibited” – which is what the Italian government did by violating the non-refoulement             

principle in returning the Somali and Eritrean migrants. The final judgment of the Court              

on this case became an important and historical sentence regarding migration and            

human rights, Judge Pinto de Albuquerque in his concurring opinion stated that: 

 
«the Hirsi Jamaa case is about the international protection of refugees, on the one hand, and the                 
compatibility of immigration and border-control policies with international law, on the other            
hand. The ultimate question in this case is how Europe should recognise that refugees have “the                
right to have rights”, to quote Hannah Arendt.[...] ». 166

 
Nevertheless, the cooperation between Italy and Libya continued through the 2012           

Declaration of Tripoli and the 2017 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). It is            

165 Ibidem. 
 
166 Ibidem. 
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important to note that we are dealing with informal agreements, which are usually kept              

secret, “outside the procedure provided by law to invoke State secrecy” , with a strong              167

political value rather than juridical and a lack of transparency. In the Declaration of              

Tripoli there is the reaffirmation of the importance of providing training equipment for             

the Libyan authorities and implementing border control, but there is also the urge to              

build reception centers in Libya, in order to provide first aid services to migrants . The               168

Declaration raised criticism coming from human rights NGOs not only because, once            

again, there is no relevant reference to the protection of migrants’ and refugees’ rights              

but because rather than “Libyan authorities”, the individuals who are in charge of             

controlling migration flows are military militias that took over Libya after the fall of the               

rule of Colonel Mu’ammar al Gaddafi . Between 2011 and 2012, the National            169

Transitional Council of Libya tried to reestablish a sort of rule of law but without               

success because there was neither the willingness nor the ability to confront the militias              

who had been reported to murder people, torture detainees and forcibly displacing and             

terrorizing communities . Migrants were, and keep being, detained in detention          170

facilities in poor conditions without the possibility of challenging their illegal detention            

and many reported to have been tortured and abused by the militias . It is also               171

important to note that Libya is not a party to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status                 

of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, therefore the persons in need of international             

protection do not have the possibility to apply for asylum . The MoU of 2017 is based                172

167 E. Olivito, “The Constitutional fallouts of border management through informal and denormalized             
external action: the case of Italy and the EU”, in Diritto, Immigrazione e Cittadinanza, Fascicolo n. 2, p.                  
114, 2020. 
 
168 Processo verbale della riunione tra il Ministro dell’Interno della Repubblica Italiana ed il Ministro               
dell’Interno della Libia, 3 aprile 2012,      
https://www.statewatch.org/media/documents/news/2012/sep/ita-lib-processo-verbale.pdf, accessed 17th   
October 2020. 
 
169 Amnesty International, “Libya: rule of law or rule of militias?”, 2012,            
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/24000/mde190122012en.pdf, accessed 17th October    
2020. 
 
170 Ivi, p. 5. 
 
171 Ivi, p. 9. 
 
172 United Nations Treaty Collection, “Refugees and Stateless Persons”,         
https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetailsII.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=V-2&chapter=5&Temp=mtds
g2&clang=_en, accessed 17th October 2020. Libya is not part of the list of the contracting Parties. 
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on cooperation in the development sector, to combat illegal immigration, human           

trafficking and contraband and on reinforcing the border security . As stated by the             173

introduction of the MoU, Italy has the task to provide Libyan authorities with training              

equipment and also to financially support the improvement of Libyan border security            

while contrasting people smuggling – as it is also stated in Article 1 of the MoU. The                 

MoU seems to be the result of the two previous pacts – the Treaty of Friendship and the                  

Tripoli Declaration – since in the introduction there is written that the Parties aim at               

implementing the Treaty of Friendship of Benghazi (2008) and the Declaration of            

Tripoli (2012) . Nevertheless, the MoU goes way beyond . The MoU is divided into             174 175

eight Articles: Articles 1 and 2 deal with the obligations of the parties, Article 3 deals                

with the establishment of a mixed committee to implement the MoU and to monitor the               

application of the obligations adopted, Article 4 is about the financial aspects, Article 5              

the applicable legal framework, and Articles 6 to 8 technical aspects. Under Article 1(a)              

Italy affirms to offer support to security and military institutions in order to contrast              

illegal migrations flows. The aim of detaining migrants in Libya is proved by Article              

2(2) which deals with Italy that agrees to financially support existing “hosting centers”             

for migrants. In addition, it is not quite clear how the Committee mentioned in Article 3                

is composed and there is no information regarding the modalities of “monitoring”, so             

there is no evidence on the transparency of the overall procedures . Article 5 of the               176

MoU vaguely underlines the importance of applying the agreement in accordance with            

international and human rights obligations. Yet it is quite hard to believe that such              

human rights obligations are taken into consideration, given the current situation in            

Libya and the ill-treatment that migrants and refugees are subjected to in detention             

centers. In fact, it seems like for Italy, and the EU Member States as a whole, respecting                 

international human rights is something on which there is no need to worry about since               

173 E.Vari, “Italy-Libya Memorandum of Understanding: Italy’s International Obligations”, Hastings          
International and Comparative Law Review, Vol. 43, No. 1, 2020. 
 
174 Memorandum d’Intesa, Governo Italiano Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, February 2017,            
http://www.governo.it/sites/governo.it/files/Libia.pdf, accessed 16th October 2020. 
 
175 F. De Vittor, “Responsabilità degli Stati e dell’Unione europea nella conclusione e nell’esecuzione di               
‘accordi’ per il controllo extraterritoriale della migrazione”, in Diritti umani e diritto internazionale,             
Rivista quadrimestrale, January 2018, p. 9. 

 
176 Ibidem. 
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the return operations are the responsibility of the third countries they have as partners. It               

is obvious that Italy tries to avoid any responsibility under international law by ensuring              

that Libya takes charge in the interception of migrants at sea – with the equipment that                

Italy finances – and returning them back to the detention centers. Yet, the EU Member               

States are aware of the fact that migrants in detention centers live in inhuman conditions               

that include “severe overcrowding, unsanitary conditions, poor quality food and water           

that has led to malnutrition, lack of adequate healthcare, and disturbing accounts of             

violence by guards, including beatings, whippings, and use of electric shocks” . A            177

Nigerian pregnant woman named Kemi have been reported to be repeatedly beaten by a              

guard in the detention center of al-Karareem: she is one of the many women with               

children that have to face continuous abuses by the Lybian authorities . Between 2014             178

and 2020, 85% of migrants and refugees from Libya suffered from torture and inhuman              

or degrading treatment, in fact: 

 
«[...]79% were detained in overcrowded facilities with poor hygienic conditions, 75% suffered            
from constant deprivation of food, water and medical care, and 65% experienced serious and              
repeated beatings. In addition, a smaller, but still significant number of people, suffered sexual              
rape, burns caused with many different tools, falaka (beatings on the soles of the feet), electric                
shocks and positional torture, being forced to maintain stressful positions (handcuffing, position            
in standing for a long time, hanging upside down, etc.). These gross violations of human rights                
have continued, and they even intensified since 2017, when the Italy-Libya deal on migrants              
was signed[...]» . 179

 

The violations of human rights in Libya are evident and the strategy of “intercepting              

and returning” have worsened migrants’ and refugees’ conditions who are forced to be             

detained in a non-safe country. In fact, the UNHCR stated that it is impossible to               

consider Libya as a “safe third-country”, not only because of the socio-political            

instability, but especially for the lack of a functioning asylum system that would grant              

177 Human Rights Watch, “No Escape from Hell. EU policies contribute to abuse of migrants in Libya”,                 
Human Rights Watch, 21st January 2019,      
https://www.hrw.org/report/2019/01/21/no-escape-hell/eu-policies-contribute-abuse-migrants-libya, 
accessed 18th October 2020. 
 
178 Ibidem. 
 
179 Medici per i diritti umani, “The Torture Factory”, March 2020,           
https://mediciperidirittiumani.org/medu/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/report_medu_2020_ing_web.pdf, 
accessed 18th October 2020. 
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protection to migrants and refugees . According to the international maritime law,           180

disembarkation must occur in a place of safety and “in conditions that uphold respect              

for the human rights of those who are rescued, including adherence to the principle of               

non-refoulement” . As stated by Chapter 3(3.1.9) of the Resolution MSC.155(78),          181

Adoption of Amendments to the International Convention on Maritime Search and           

Rescue of 1979: 

 
«[...]the Party responsible for the search and rescue region in which such assistance is rendered               
shall exercise primary responsibility for ensuring such coordination and cooperation occurs, so            
that survivors assisted are disembarked from the assisting ship and delivered to a place of safety,                
taking into account the particular circumstances of the case and guidelines developed by the              
Organization[...]» . 182

 

Libya does not meet the criteria for being considered as a place of safety for the purpose                 

of disembarkation, yet its authorities are still considered to be the main partners in such               

operations . In addition, the Libyan authorities who the EU cooperates with have been             183

proven to be involved in human trafficking. It is the case of Abd al-Rahman Milad, also                

known as Bija, who in 2017 met with the Italian Intelligence in Sicily to discuss control                

of migrant flows from Libya and who is considered to be the leader of a criminal                

organisation operating in the Zawyah area in North-West Libya . In the same year, the              184

UN Security Council listed him as a criminal who was consistently linked with violence               

against migrants and other human smugglers. Moreover, the UN Panel of Experts            

claimed that Milad, and other coast guard members, were directly involved in the             

sinking of migrant boats using firearms. Milad collaborated with other migrant           

180 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees , “UNHCR Position on the Designations of Libya as                
a Safe Third Country and as a Place of Safety for the Purpose of Disembarkation Following Rescue at                  
Sea”, September 2020, https://www.refworld.org/docid/5f1edee24.html, accessed 18th October 2020.  
 
181 Ibidem. 
 
182 International Maritime Organization (IMO), Resolution MSC.155(78), Adoption of Amendments to the            
International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, 1979, 20 May 2004,           
https://www.refworld.org/docid/432acad44.html, accessed 19th October 2020. 
 
183 B. Bathke, “When helping hurts – Libya’s controversial coast guard, Europe’s go-to partner to stem                
migration”, InfoMigrants, 24th July 2019. 
 
184 L. Tondo, “Human trafficker was at meeting in Italy to discuss Libya migration”, The Guardian, 4th                 
October 2019. 
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smugglers who carried out illicit operations related to the trafficking and smuggling of             

migrants . The man has eventually been arrested by authorities in Tripoli and he’s now              
185

being detained by Rada special forces. This, however, cannot erase the fact that the              

Italian government collaborated with a human trafficker and that the EU Member States             

are equally responsible for the violations of human rights occurred to migrants and             

refugees in such operations. As a matter of fact: 

 
«for the operation’s critics, the EU’s willingness to turn a blind eye to these shortcomings – as                 
well as serious human rights abuses by the Libyan coast guard and in the country’s migrant                
detention centers – are symptomatic of what critics call the bloc’s incoherent approach to              
managing migration and its desire to outsource the problem to non-EU countries» . 186

 

Although cooperation with third countries is considered necessary in order to achieve            

the internal objectives of immigration policy and the “efficient management of           

migration flows” , the competence of the EU in regard of the external component of              187

legal migration policy is not made explicit in the Treaties. In fact, the competence of the                

EU on the external component of legal migration policy falls within the “implied             

external competences”, which are codified by the right to negotiate international           

agreements and that can serve the overall objectives of the internal dimension . The             188

way the EU Member States have utilised this right, along with the reluctance of ceding               

sovereignty rights with regard to their national admission policies, have resulted in the             

conclusion of international bilateral agreements of dubious legitimacy . In this case,           189

through the externalisation of borders and the cooperation with Libya, Italy tries to find              

an escamotage to avoid violating the principle of non-refoulement. At first glance, we             

185 United Nations Security Council, “Abd al-Rahman Milad”,        
https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sanctions/1970/materials/summaries/individual/abd-al-rahman-al-mil
ad, accessed  21st October 2020. 
 
186 Z. Campbell, “Europe’s deadly migration strategy”, Politico, 28th February 2019. 
 
187 Article 79(1) TFEU. 
 
188 J. Süß, “Can the European Union deliver feasible options for legal migration? Contradictions between               
rhetoric, limited competence and national interests”, The Expert Council of German Foundations on             
Integration and Migration, 2019,    
https://www.svr-migration.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/SVR-FB-Legal-Migration-EU-To-the-Point.p
df, accessed 7th December 2020. 
 
189 See infra Chapter 2 para 2.2. 
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could say that since it is Libya that intercepts and returns migrants, migrants are under               

Libya’s jurisdiction. But it is also true that both States are aware of the socio-political               

situation of each other and they are complicit in the agreements they conclude .             190

Firstly, there is a connection between the conduct of Italy and the violations committed              

by Libya. The Italian authorities cooperate with the Libyan Coast Guard by financing             

their equipment and training; in addition, the building and the administration of the             

Libyan centres, as well as the training and payment of the personnel employed, rely on               

resources coming from Italy. Secondly, Libya’s conduct violates customary and          

international norms concerning human rights that are binding also for Italy – such as the               

the 1984 UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading            

Treatment or Punishment and the 2000 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish            

Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children. Moreover, the MoU never           

mentions what to do in order to identify potential refugees or to ensure that those               

returned have a safe country to “go back” to, despite the fact that Italy is part to several                  

human rights conventions that oblige it to take further steps to ensure the protection of               

migrants’ and refugees’ rights . Rather than a “partnership” between States, the reality            191

is that the responsibility in contrasting migration flows is all in the Lybian authorities’              

hands since they play a key role in intercepting migrants at sea and returning them to                

Libya, with a hostile behaviour that often aims at contrasting rescue operations. For             

example, in August 2017, three NGOs – Médecines Sans Frontières, Save the Children             

and Sea Eye – had to suspend migrant rescues in the Mediterranean “because of the               

increasingly hostile stance of the Libyan authorities and coastguard” . The Sea Eye            192

founder, Michael Busch Heuer stated that the Libyan authorities were a threat to NGOs              

operators and, in fact, they also started shooting “warning shots” to prevent NGO boats              

from rescuing migrants . The so called “Lybian Coast Guard” is badly trained in             193

190 G. Pascale, “Is Italy Internationally Responsible for the Gross Human Rights Violations against              
Migrants in Libya?”, in Questions of International Law, 28th February 2019. 
 
191 E.Vari, “Italy-Libya Memorandum of Understanding: Italy’s International Obligations”, Hastings          
International and Comparative Law Review, Vol. 43, No. 1, 2020. 
 
192 J. Hanley, “Three NGOs halt Mediterranean migrant rescues after Libyan hostility”, The Guardian,              
14th August 2017.  
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rescue operations and they often cause deaths: in fact, when on 6th November 2017 a               

hundred of migrants fell off a dinghy, and many died drowning, the Libyan Coast Guard               

ignored standard rescue tactics and put the migrants in danger. In addition, they             

threatened the Sea Eye rescuers by throwing objects in order to force them to give up                

and leave . Italy’s objective has always been to financially support a third State with              194

equipment to contrast immigration flows, without any attention paid towards the status            

of the migrants concerned and their rights. This situation has been further exacerbated             

by the so-called “closed ports” policy whose scope has been to contrast rescue ships that               

need a safe place for the disembarkation of migrants, which is an obligation under the               

the SAR convention and the duty to render assistance to any person in danger at sea,                195

as provided for by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) .               196

In the following paragraph we are going to analyse the Italian legislation on             

immigration and its consequences on migrants. 

 

 

3.2 

The “closed ports” policy  

 

In June 2018 the Italian government adopted the Decree Law on Immigration and             

Security (Decree Law 113/2018) which contained urgent measures on international          197

194 Ibidem. 
 
195 SAR Convention 1979 International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, Chapter 1.3.2             
“Rescue. An operation to retrieve persons in distress, provide for their initial medical or other needs, and                 
deliver them to a place of safety”,       
https://onboard-aquarius.org/uploads/2018/08/SAR-Convention-1979.pdf; accessed 8th January 2021. 
 
196 United Nations, “United Nation Convention on the Law of the Sea”, Article 98 “every State shall                 
require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do so without serious danger to the ship, the                        
crew or the passengers: (a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of being lost; (b) to                     
proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in distress, if informed of their need of assistance,                   
in so far as such action may reasonably be expected of him; (c) after a collision, to render assistance to the                     
other ship, its crew and its passengers and, where possible, to inform the other ship of the name of his                    
own ship, its port of registry and the nearest port at which it will call”,               
https://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf, accessed 8th January    
2021. 
 
197 The Decree Laws on Immigration and Security of 2018 and 2019, respectively, Decree Law 113/2018                
and Decree Law 53/2019, have been amended in October 2020 through the adoption of Decree Law                
130/2020, which changes certain strict policies imposed by the previous decrees, see “Finally, Good              
News for Asylum Seekers in Italy” by Judith Sunderland, Human Rights Watch,            
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protection and immigration, as well as on public security, prevention of terrorism and             

organised crime . As far as immigration is concerned, with the adoption of this Decree              198

the approach has become more securitarian, hardening the possibility for migrants to            

seek asylum . As a matter of fact, the main change introduced by the law is the                199

abrogation of humanitarian protection which consists of a residence permit given to            

individuals who are not eligible for the refugee status or subsidiary protection but             

cannot be expelled from the country because of serious reasons of humanitarian nature,             

or resulting from constitutional or international obligations of the State. Humanitarian           

permits were tools that could cover several circumstances emerging from forced           

displacement where there was no sufficient evidence of an individual risk of persecution             

or serious harm. In fact, the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation reported that, before the               

entry into force of the Decree Law 113/2018, humanitarian protection was granted to             

persons suffering from an “effective deprivation of human rights” under these two            

conditions: the “objective situation in the country of origin of the applicant” and “the              

applicant’s personal condition that determined the reason for departure” . Article 1 of            200

the Decree restricts the possibility of obtaining protection to “special cases” concerning            

medical conditions, exceptional natural disasters and persons who have carried out           

exceptional civil acts. 

 

The abrogation of humanitarian protection was strongly criticised by human rights           

associations and experts who stated that the substitution of humanitarian protection with            

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/10/07/finally-good-news-asylum-seekers-italy, 7th October 2020,    
accessed 13th January  2020. 
 
198 Decreto Legge 113/2018, “Disposizioni urgenti in materia di protezione internazionale e            
immigrazione, sicurezza pubblica, nonché misure per la funzionalità del Ministero dell’nterno e            
l’organizzazione e il funzionamento dell’Agenzia nazionale per l'amministrazione e la destinazione dei            
beni sequestrati e confiscati alla criminalità organizzata”, Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, 3rd             
December 2018, https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2018/10/04/18G00140/sg, accessed 23rd October      
2020. 
 
199 S. Carta, “Beyond closed ports: the new Italian Decree-Law on Immigration and Security”, EU               
Immigration and Asylum Law and Policy, 31st October 2018,         
https://eumigrationlawblog.eu/beyond-closed-ports-the-new-italian-decree-law-on-immigration-and-secur
ity/,  accessed 23rd October 2020. 
 
200 Corte Suprema di Cassazione, Judgment 4455/2018,       
https://www.altalex.com/massimario/cassazione-civile/2018/4455/costituzione-della-repubblica-straniero-
condizione-dello-protezione-umanitaria-presupposti-necessaria-valutazione, accessed 23rd October 2020. 
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a restricted list of “special” residence permits, meant that the right to asylum set out by                

the Constitution was “no longer fully implemented by the legislator” and open a             

protection gap under Article 10(3) of the Italian Constitution – in which the right to               

asylum is granted to the person who is not able to exercise his or her democratic                

freedoms enshrined in the Italian Constitution . Another discussed norm of the Decree            201

is the abrogation of the possibility for asylum seekers to get access to the system of                

protection of asylum seekers and refugees, known as System of Protection for Refugees             

and Asylum Seekers (Sistema di protezione per richiedenti asilo e rifugiati, SPRAR) .            202

It was a system based on the cooperation between local institutions and NGOs that              

aimed at providing the basic reception for migrants and to facilitate the progress             

towards social integration of asylum seekers and beneficiaries of protection. With the            

amendments introduced by Article 12 of the Decree, through the new System of             

Protection for Beneficiaries of Protection and Unaccompanied Minors (Sistema di          

protezione per titolari di protezione internazionale e minori stranieri non          

accompagnati, SIPROIMI) only already recognised refugees and beneficiaries of         

subsidiary protection, and unaccompanied minors, could have been accommodated         

within the system of protection . Asylum seekers could then only be hosted in             203

collective reception centers. In case of unavailability of places, applicants could also be             

hosted in temporary reception centres where, according to the law, only basic levels of              

reception conditions had to be met . 204

201 Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), “Manifeste illegittimità costituzionali           
delle nuove norme concernenti permessi di soggiorno per esigenze umanitarie, protezione internazionale,            
immigrazione e cittadinanza previste dal Decreto-Legge 4 ottobre 2018, n. 113”, 15th October 2018,              
https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ASGI_DL_113_15102018_manifestioni_illegittimita_co
stituzione.pdf, accessed 23rd October 2020. 
 
202 Asylum in Europe, “Short overview of the italian reception system”,           
http://www.asylumineurope.org/reports/country/italy/reception-conditions/short-overview-italian-receptio
n-system, accessed 23rd October 2020.  
 
203 It is important to note that with the new recent Decree Law on Immigration 2020 (Decreto Legge                  
130/2020) which has modified certain aspects of the previous Decrees (Decreto Legge 113/2018 and              
Decreto Legge 53/2019), the system changed from Sistema di protezione per titolari di protezione              
internazionale e minori stranieri non accompagnati (SIPROIMI) to Sistema di Accoglienza e            
Integrazione (SAI), which means that asylum seekers can be offered the opportunity to receive first level                
assistance such as being hosted, social and psychological assistance, Italian language classes and             
orientation services in the territory. See “SAI, ex-SIPROIMI ed ex-SPRAR: come cambia l’accoglienza”,             
https://www.piuculture.it/2020/11/sai/, accessed 4th  December 2020. 
 
204 Ibidem. 
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https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ASGI_DL_113_15102018_manifestioni_illegittimita_costituzione.pdf
http://www.asylumineurope.org/reports/country/italy/reception-conditions/short-overview-italian-reception-system
http://www.asylumineurope.org/reports/country/italy/reception-conditions/short-overview-italian-reception-system
https://www.piuculture.it/2020/11/sai/
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With this policy, 24,000 people were then deprived of a legal status, which prevented              

them from getting access to health care, housing, social services, education and work,             

leaving them vulnerable to exploitation and abuse . Other effects of the new provisions             205

included the deterioration of integration opportunities for asylum-seekers, who were          

excluded from the local authorities’ network of reception facilities, and prolonged           

detention in repatriation centres in gravely sub-standard conditions and with limited           

opportunities to communicate with lawyers and family members . Another step that           206

was taken towards the securitisation of Italian coastal borders was the adoption of the              

Decree Law 53/2019, a second Decree Law on Immigration and Security with stricter             

provisions . Article 1 of the Decree Law 53/2019 states that the Ministry of the              207

Interior can limit or prohibit ships from arriving, transiting and stopping in territorial             

Italian waters when these aim at “favourising illegal immigration”. It is evident that the              

disposition of this decree implies many problems for the NGOs that rescue migrants at              

sea; it also raises questions regarding its legitimacy and compliance with international            

human rights law. As a matter of fact, the UNHCR affirmed that the Decree Law               

53/2019 was in contrast with the humanitarian obligation to rescue people at sea . The              208

UNHCR stated that the administrative sanctions penalised ship commanders that          

refused to disembark migrants in Libya, which is not considered to be a safe port . It is                 209

in fact important to note that the international obligations that Italy adopted have a              

higher value. Italy is part of legally binding international obligations that include            

205 Amnesty International, “Italy 2019”,     
https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/europe-and-central-asia/italy/report-italy/, accessed 23rd October    
2020. 
 
206 Ibidem. 
 
207 Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, “Decreto Legge 53/2019. Disposizioni urgenti in materia             
di ordine pubblico e sicurezza” 14th June 2019,        
https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2019/06/14/19G00063/sg, accessed 23rd October 2020. The Decree       
is constituted by eighteen articles that deal with internal public security and rescue at sea. 
 
208 Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici Sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), “L’UNHCR chiede all’Italia di            
riconsiderare un decreto che penalizzerebbe i salvataggi in mare nel Mediterraneo centrale”, 12th June              
2020 https://www.asgi.it/ultima-ora-aggiornamenti/unhcr-decreto-sicurezza-soccorsi-mediterraneo/,  
accessed 23rd October 2020. 
 
209 Ibidem. 
 

 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/europe-and-central-asia/italy/report-italy/
https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2019/06/14/19G00063/sg
https://www.asgi.it/ultima-ora-aggiornamenti/unhcr-decreto-sicurezza-soccorsi-mediterraneo/
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rescuing people at sea and making sure they get access to a place of safety , however,                210

the Decree Law 53/2019 and, in particular Article 1, is the representation of a concrete               

obstacle to the implementation of such international obligation. Moreover, Article 1 of            

the Decree Law 53/2019 treats rescue operations related to migrants as a threat to              

national security and public order when Article 19 of the UNCLOS is very clear in its                

notion of “innocent passage” and the description of when a ship can be considered as a                

threat to the State . As a matter of fact Article 19 considers a ship to be a threat the                   211

State if it consist of “any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial               

integrity or political independence of the coastal State” but also “the loading or             

unloading of any commodity, currency or person contrary to the customs, fiscal,            

immigration or sanitary laws and regulations of the coastal State”. Despite Article 1 of              

the Decree Law 53/2019 may seem to be in line with the abovementioned provision –               

because among the activities that are considered to be a threat for the sovereign State               

there is also the “loading or unloading of a [...] person contrary to the [...] immigration                

[...] laws” – the search and rescue operations do not fall within the scope of this Article.                 

As a matter of fact, the type of disembarkation that we are dealing with, regards making                

sure that the persons found in a situation of danger at sea are able to reach a safe place,                   

which is in line with the obligations that Italy has adopted through the SAR convention.               

In fact, the SAR convention is based on rescuing people in danger at sea without any                

discrimination based on nationality, status of the person who is rescued and the             

circumstance in which he or she was found . 212

 

Nevertheless, the behaviour adopted by the Italian government has violated the Law of             

the Sea more than once by not allowing NGO and Italian military ships, in which there                

were migrants in precarious conditions, to complete the rescuing mission that consists            

of bringing rescued migrants to a Place of Safety (POS). In the following paragraph we               

will analyse the concrete consequences of the Decree Law 53/2019, such as Italy’s             

210 See infra Chapter 3 para 3.1. 
 
211 Ivi,  Article 19. 
 
212Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici Sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), “Analisi critica del c.d. “Decreto            
sicurezza bis” relativamente alle disposizioni inerenti il diritto dell’immigrazione”, 13th September 2019,            
https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/2019_Commento-decreto-sicurezza-bis_13_9_.pdf, 
accessed 24th October  2020. 

 

https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/2019_Commento-decreto-sicurezza-bis_13_9_.pdf
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violation of the SAR and the UNCLOS the conventions, by recalling three cases in              

which the Italian Government did not allow the immediate disembarkation of migrants:            

the Ubaldo Diciotti CP 941, the Gregoretti and the Sea-Watch 3 cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 

The violation of the UNCLOS, the SAR, and the ECHR conventions: the Ubaldo 
Diciotti, the Gregoretti and the Sea Watch 3 cases 

 
Saving people in danger at sea constitutes a fundamental obligation under international            

law. Such an obligation constitutes a more relevant duty to which the States are              

committed to than any other bilateral agreement aimed at contrasting irregular           

immigration: in fact, it is important to note that pacta sunt servanda which means that               

the international agreements must be respected and this is a concept that the Italian              

Constitution has enshrined within its legal framework through Article 117 which states            

that the legislative power is limited by the obligations that derive from the international              

legal framework. Nevertheless, the Italian government went to the straight opposite           

direction by violating the international obligations it is bound to. The Ubaldo Diciotti             

CP 941, the Gregoretti and the Sea Watch 3 cases are quite similar because in each one                 

of them the Courts that were in charge of the cases, in their final sentences, stated that                 

the SAR and the UNCLOS conventions were violated due to the impediment – derived              

from the former Minister of the Interior, Matteo Salvini – of finding a POS for the                

disembarkation of migrants and recalled the importance of the duty to render assistance             
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stated by Article 98 of the UNCLOS but also by Regulation 33 of the International               213

Convention for Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention .   214

 

Starting with the facts of the Ubaldo Diciotti CP 941 case, the ship is part of the Italian                  

Coast Guard and, on 16th August 2018, it rescued 190 migrants – many of which were                

unaccompanied minors. The ship remained blocked for five days near the shores of             

Lampedusa. Only 13 migrants were allowed to disembark due to bad health conditions.             

The Minister of the Interior’s intention was to block the ship at sea to push the EU                 

Member States to take part in the redistribution of migrants. The minors were             

eventually allowed to disembark on the 22nd but the remaining 148 migrants were             

allowed to disembark only on the 26th. The Section of Ministerial Crimes of the              

Tribunal of Catania started an investigation over the legitimacy of the Minister of the              

Interior’s action in keeping migrants at sea : it recalled Article 98 of the UNCLOS              215

convention and the importance of the “Duty to render assistance”; the SOLAS            

convention with its Regulation 33(1) of Chapter V. 

213 United Nations, “United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea”, Article 98 “Every State shall                 
require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do so without serious danger to the ship, the                        
crew or the passengers: (a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of being lost; (b) to                     
proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in distress, if informed of their need of assistance,                   
in so far as such action may reasonably be expected of him; (c) after a collision, to render assistance to the                     
other ship, its crew and its passengers and, where possible, to inform the other ship of the name of his                    
own ship, its port of registry and the nearest port at which it will call”. 
 
214 United Nations, “International Convention Safety of Life at Sea”, Regulation 33(1) Chapter V “The               
master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to provide assistance on receiving information                    
from any source that persons are in distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed to their assistance, if                     
possible informing them or the search and rescue service that the ship is doing so. This obligation to                  
provide assistance applies regardless of the nationality or status of such persons or the circumstances in                
which they are found. If the ship receiving the distress alert is unable or, in the special circumstances of                   
the case, considers it unreasonable or unnecessary to proceed to their assistance, the master must enter in                 
the log-book the reason for failing to proceed to the assistance of the persons in distress, taking into                  
account the recommendation of the Organization, to inform the appropriate search and rescue service              
accordingly”, 
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201184/volume-1184-I-18961-English.pdf, 
accessed 7th December 2020. 
 
215 Tribunale di Catania, “Sezione reati ministeriali, art. 7 L. Cost. 1/89”, 7th December 2018,               
https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/trib_catania_decreto_salvini.pdf, accessed 26th October    
2020. 

 

https://onboard.sosmediterranee.org/terms/distress/
https://onboard.sosmediterranee.org/terms/distress/
https://onboard.sosmediterranee.org/terms/distress/
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201184/volume-1184-I-18961-English.pdf
https://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/trib_catania_decreto_salvini.pdf
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216 Council of Europe, “European Convention on Human Rights”, Article 5,           
https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/guide_art_5_eng.pdf, accessed 26th October 2020. 
 
217 European Court of Human Rights on Khlaifia and Others v. Italy: despite containing different facts and                 
circumstances, was also taken into account to underline the importance of the inviolability of the right to                 
liberty. In fact, the European Court of Human Rights stated that there was a violation of the right to                   
liberty because the deprivation of freedom that was imposed over the migrants detained in Italy was                
lacking in precision. The Court also found a violation of Article 5(2) as the applicants had not been duly                   
informed of the reasons for deprivation of their liberty. Finally, the Court found a violation of Article 5(4)                  
as there was no remedy in the Italian legal system whereby the applicants could obtain a judicial decision                  
on the lawfulness of their deprivation of liberty.        
https://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/khlaifia-v-italy-no-1648312-gc-articles-51-52-54-3-13-and
-4-protocol-no-4-15-december-2016, accessed 7th December 2020. 
 
218 Altalex, “Dei delitti contro la persona, Codice Penale”,         
https://www.altalex.com/documents/news/2014/10/28/dei-delitti-contro-la-persona, accessed 26th October    
2020. 

 

The SAR convention was also taken into account and, in particular, Chapter 2.1.10            

which deals with the obligation of assisting people in danger at sea regardless of their              

nationality, status or the circumstances in which they are found and the duty to             

guarantee first aid care and the transfer to a Place of Safety (POS). Now the problem                

was that according to the Tribunal, the Minister of the Interior abused his power by              

using his veto power arbitrarily in the determination of the POS which was requested by              

the Department of the Civil Liberties and Immigration. By doing so, the Minister             

limited migrants’ freedom for a period of time that was considered to be out of the               

limits imposed by the law. In this regard, the Tribunal recalled the importance of Article               

5 of the ECHR which states that “everyone has the right to liberty and security of               

person. No one shall be deprived of his liberty[...]” by mentioning the Khlaifia and             216

Others v. Italy case . As a matter of fact, the migrants not only were deliberately              217

detained, but they were completely unaware of the reason behind that detention. The             

Tribunal concluded that the Minister violated both international and national norms –            

the latter regarding Article 10(1) of the Decree Law 286/98 on immigration and, most              

importantly, Article 605 of the Italian Criminal Law . Despite the request for the            218

authorisation to legally proceed against the Minister of the Interior, he was eventually            

“saved” by the Committee for Immunity and by the Senate under Article 96 of the               

Italian Constitution which states that the Prime Minister and the Ministers can stand a             

https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/guide_art_5_eng.pdf
https://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/khlaifia-v-italy-no-1648312-gc-articles-51-52-54-3-13-and-4-protocol-no-4-15-december-2016
https://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/khlaifia-v-italy-no-1648312-gc-articles-51-52-54-3-13-and-4-protocol-no-4-15-december-2016
https://www.altalex.com/documents/news/2014/10/28/dei-delitti-contro-la-persona
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As the far as the second case is concerned, the Sea-Watch 3 NGO ship conducted by the                 

activist Carola Rackete who, in July 2019, violated the Decree Law 53/2019 by entering              

Italian waters without the authorisation of the government. After two weeks at sea with              

no reply from the EU Member States on where to bring asylum seekers to a place of                 

safety, Ms Rackete decided to bring the asylum seekers to the port of Lampedusa .              220

Captain Rackete stated that the situation was becoming unbearable for the rescued            

migrants: two of them were disembarked due to medical emergencies. The EU            

Migration Commissioner Dimitris Avramopoulous stated that the Commission was         

working closely with the member states to find a solution for relocating the migrants but               

stressed that a solution for the people on board would have been possible once they               

were obviously disembarked . Ms Rackete was eventually arrested by the Italian           221

authorities after she forced her way past a military patrol vessel, but the Tribunal of               

Agrigento did not confirm her arrest because, by taking in consideration the            

international legal framework of the UNCLOS, the judge justified her action .           222

According to the Court, her action was justified not only because it was in accordance               

with Article 98(1) of the UNCLOS, which deals with the “duty to render assistance”,              

but also because the alternative, as Rackete explained, was to take the migrants to              

Tripoli, in Libya, which, as we have seen, it is not considered as a safe port, neither by                  

the international institutions. Moreover, the SAR convention was mentioned to          

highlight the importance of taking rescued people to the closest place of safety and the               

219 Senato della Repubblica, “La Costituzione”, Articolo 96,        
https://www.senato.it/1025?sezione=130&articolo_numero_articolo=96#:~:text=Il%20Presidente%20del
%20Consiglio%20dei,le%20norme%20stabilite%20con%20legge, accessed 26th October 2020. 
 
220 Diritto Penale e Uomo, “Obblighi e doveri, ruoli e persone”, 3rd July 2019,              
https://dirittopenaleuomo.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Obblighi_.pdf, accessed 26th  October 2020. 
 
221 European Council on Refugees and Exiles, “Sea Watch-3 Defies Salvini But Kept from Entering Port”,                
28th June 2019, https://www.ecre.org/sea-watch-3-defies-salvini-but-kept-from-entering-port/, accessed     
24th October 2020. 
 
222 Tribunale di Agrigento, “Ordinanza sulla richiesta di convalida di arresto e di applicazione della               
misura cautelare”, N. 2592/19 R.G.GIP, Agrigento 2 luglio 2019,         
https://www.giurisprudenzapenale.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Rachete-Carola-Ordinanza-sulla-ric
hiesta-di-convalida-di-arresto.pdf, accessed 26th October 2020. 

 

trial for the crimes committed in exercising their power only with the authorisation of             

the Senate or the Chamber of Deputies . 219

https://www.senato.it/1025?sezione=130&articolo_numero_articolo=96#:~:text=Il%20Presidente%20del%20Consiglio%20dei,le%20norme%20stabilite%20con%20legge
https://www.senato.it/1025?sezione=130&articolo_numero_articolo=96#:~:text=Il%20Presidente%20del%20Consiglio%20dei,le%20norme%20stabilite%20con%20legge
https://dirittopenaleuomo.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Obblighi_.pdf
https://www.ecre.org/sea-watch-3-defies-salvini-but-kept-from-entering-port/
https://www.giurisprudenzapenale.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Rachete-Carola-Ordinanza-sulla-richiesta-di-convalida-di-arresto.pdf
https://www.giurisprudenzapenale.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Rachete-Carola-Ordinanza-sulla-richiesta-di-convalida-di-arresto.pdf
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transit of the ship was considered to be inoffensive. The Italian Supreme Court of              

Cassation ruled in Ms Rackete’s favour as well by rejecting the appeal proposed by the               

Attorney of the Italian Republic of the Tribunal of Agrigento . The Court not only              223

concurred with the Tribunal of Agrigento’s decision, but it also added that the rescue of               

migrants by simply “protecting them on the ship” could not be considered as a              

completed mission since it would have been impossible for them to ask for asylum – a                

right guaranteed by the Geneva Convention of 1951. In addition, the Court recalled the              

Resolution n. 1821 of 2011 delivered by the Council of Europe, on the interception and               

rescue at sea of asylum seekers, refugees and irregular migrants, in which, as stated by               

Point 5.2, “the notion of ‘place of safety’ should not be restricted solely to the physical                

protection of people, but necessarily also entails respect for their fundamental rights” . 224

 

The third and last case here to mention is the Gregoretti ship case. In July 2019 the                 

Minister of the Interior blocked the disembarkation of 100 migrants. The Minister was             

informed both about the rescue operations that took place in SAR Maltese waters under              

the indications of the Italian authorities and also about the request for a safe port. Thus,                

the Minister did not give the authorisation to disembark for four days – despite the fact                

there were 20 minors and that the ship was not equipped enough for all the people it                 

carried and there was only one bathroom available; in addition some of the migrants              

were affected by scabies. 

 

The Tribunal of Ministers of Catania stated that the behaviour of the Minister was, once               

again, in violation of Article 605 of the Italian Criminal Law concerning kidnapping .             225

First of all, the Tribunal noted how the willingness to delay the disembarkation of              

migrants was an intentional and political approach to push the EU Member States to              

223 Giurisprudenza Penale “Le motivazioni della Cassazione sulla mancata convalida dell’arresto di            
Carola Rackete nella vicenda Sea Watch 3”, 21st February 2020,          
https://www.giurisprudenzapenale.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Cass-6626-2020.pdf, accessed 7th   
December 2020. 
 
224 Council of Europe, “The interception and rescue at sea of asylum seekers, refugees and irregular                
migrants”, Resolution 1821 (2011),    
https://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref-XML2HTML-en.asp?fileid=18006&lang=en, accessed 26th   
October 2020. 
 
225 M. Meola, “Il caso Gregoretti, tra diritti fondamentali e politica”, Opinio Juris. Law & Politics Review,                 
p. 2, 7th October 2020. 

 

https://www.giurisprudenzapenale.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Cass-6626-2020.pdf
https://assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/Xref-XML2HTML-en.asp?fileid=18006&lang=en
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find a solution. Secondly, this approach led to the violation of the right to liberty,               

security and safety which are guaranteed respectively by Article 5 of the ECHR and              

Article 13 of the Italian Constitution; by the SAR convention and Directive 9/15 of the               

Standard Operating Procedures with their obligation to rescue and complete rescue           

operations by indicating a POS. Thirdly, the Tribunal noted that there has been a              

violation of the so called legge Zampa, an Italian legislation that guarantees to             

unaccompanied minors to be hosted in hotspots in order to be able to obtain their               

residence permit . Moreover, the Tribunal stated that claiming that blocking the ship at             226

sea was in the interest of the State’s safety was pointless because none of the               

information gathered on the migrants that were rescued dealt with threats to national             

security . This time, the Senate decided to authorise the trial against the former             227

Minister of the Interior and it is still going on. 

 

In conclusion, we can say that there is a red thread that connects these three cases and it                  

is based on the persistent violations of international maritime law caused both by the              

Decree Law 53/2019 and the deliberate actions of the former Minister of the Interior.              

Firstly, the Italian legislation itself – and in this case in particular, Article 1 of the                

Decree Law 53/2019 – not only is incompatible with the international obligations and             

provisions of the SAR and the UNCLOS conventions, but also with the principle of              

non-refoulement. In fact, the progressive repression of rescue operations of the NGOs            

implies endangering the protection of migrants’ fundamental rights who are destined           

either to die in the Mediterranean or to be “saved” by the Libyan Coast Guard which                

takes migrants back to detention centers – where men and women are subjected to all               

sorts of abuse . Secondly, the power exercised by the former Minister of the Interior              228

has been used to criminalize both the NGOs and the migrants themselves by             

categorizing them as a threat to national security. “Closing ports” is indeed an             

226 Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, “Disposizioni in materia di misure di protezione dei              
minori stranieri non accompagnati”, Legge 7 aprile 2017, n. 47,          
https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/04/21/17G00062/sg, accessed 28th October 2020. 
 
227 M. Meola, “Il caso Gregoretti, tra diritti fondamentali e politica”, in Opinio Juris. Law & Politics                 
Review, p. 5. 
 
228 S. Zirulia, “Decreto Sicurezza-Bis: novità e profili giuridici”, in Diritto Penale Contemporaneo, 18th              
June 2019.  

 

https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/04/21/17G00062/sg
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illegitimate action based on the assumption that the “illegal migrants” rescued on the             

ships are a threat to the state but, on the contrary, they are the persons who have the                  

right to be saved and taken to a safe place, as it is stated by international maritime law                 229

. In addition, if the state does not allow the completion of rescue operations, migrants do                

not have the possibility to apply for asylum, which is a right guaranteed by the Geneva                

Convention on the Status of Refugees and Article 18 of the EU Charter of Fundamental               

rights. 

 

 

 

3.4 
The policy of “closed ports” and the Covid-19 emergency 

 
With the spread of the Covid-19 virus, the current Italian Government adopted two             

Decrees: Decree No. 1287/2020 through which it has become compulsory for the            

migrants rescued or arrived independently by sea to be subjected to isolation or             

quarantine procedures, through the installation of quarantine ships ; Decree No.          230

150/2020 through which the Minister of Infrastructure and Transports declared that the            

Italian ports would have been considered “unsafe” for foreign ships, for the entire             

period of national emergency due to the pandemic. Italy has been declared as an unsafe               

place just like Libya and it is obviously an obstacle for persons rescued outside the               

Italian SAR zone by ships flying a foreign flag for which Italian ports cannot be               

considered “safe places” . From these two decrees arise four issues that we need to              231

analyse and which are in contrast with the protection of migrants’ fundamental rights. 

 

229 A.Natale, “A proposito del decreto sicurezza-bis”, Questione di Giustizia, 20th June 2019,             
https://www.questionegiustizia.it/articolo/a-proposito-del-decreto-sicurezza-bis_20-06-2019.php, 
accessed 8th December 2020. 
 
230 Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), “Rights in route. The “quarantine             
ships” between risks and criticisms”, 17th June 2020,        
https://inlimine.asgi.it/rights-in-route-the-quarantine-ships-between-risks-and-criticisms/, accessed 28th   
October 2020. 
 
231 Ibidem. 
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First of all, the accommodations reserved to migrants in a ship different from the one               

they have been rescued from do not represent a “safe place”, also because, the rescue               

operations cannot be considered as “completed” only by bringing the migrants on the             

ship but they must be conducted to a place of safety – and it is quite impossible to                  

guarantee the protection of fundamental rights of the persons who have been rescued in              

such conditions. Secondly, utilising an internal legislative framework to declare the           

Italian state to be an unsafe country is in contrast with international law not only               

because it prevents migrants to reach a place of safety, but because the definition of a                

place of safety consists of: 

 
«a location where rescue operations are considered to terminate and where the survivors’ safety              
of life is not threatened, where their basic human needs can be met and from which                
transportation arrangements can be made for the survivors’ next destination or final destination,             
taking into account the protection of their fundamental rights in compliance with the principle of               
non-refoulement» . 232

 
Italy does not have the elements to be considered as an unsafe country such as Libya, a                 

country where the protection of fundamental rights is nonexistent due to, for example,             

the absence of an asylum system. Under international law, public health measures must             

be proportionate, nondiscriminatory, and based on available scientific evidence. In this           

case, Italy deliberately adopted a formal national decree in contrast with the protection             

of migrants’ fundamental rights and in contrast with the hierarchy that should be             

respected between the national legal framework and the supranational legal framework. 

 

Thirdly, as far as the right to asylum is concerned, we should remember that it is a right                  

granted both by the 1951 Geneva Convention, from which the Italian procedures of             

asylum take the example from, by Article 18 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights               

and also by Article 10(3) of the Italian Constitution . Even if an asylum seeker is not                233

232 Official Journal of the European Union, “Regulation (EU) No. 656/2014 of the European Parliament               
and of the Council. Establishing rules for the surveillance of the external sea borders in the context of                  
operational cooperation coordinated by the European Agency for the Management of Operational            
Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member States of the European Union”, Article 2(12),               
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014R0656&from=en, accessed 9th   
December 2020. 
 
233 La Costituzione, Article 10 (3) “Lo straniero, al quale sia impedito nel suo paese l'effettivo esercizio                 
delle libertà democratiche garantite dalla Costituzione italiana, ha diritto d'asilo nel territorio della             

 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32014R0656&from=en
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present in the Italian territory, it is possible for him or her to ask for asylum: the fact                  

that the foreigner has the right to asylum in the territory of the Italian state, can be                 

extended to territories that go beyond the Italian one as it has been demonstrated by the                

decision taken by the Tribunal of Rome in the Öcalan case, where it was stated that the                 

presence of an asylum seeker in the Italian territory is not necessary for the right to                

asylum itself . However, the point is that asylum seekers must be granted the right to               234

accede to such procedures and it is something that cannot be done on the board of                

quarantine ships or foreign ships: the first thing to do is to let the migrants disembark.  

 

Fourthly, the principle of non-refoulement must be respected in any case and the             

pandemic cannot be an excuse to close ports without allowing the migrants to ask for               

asylum. The UNHCR stated that states can put in place measures which include a health               

screening or testing of persons seeking international protection upon entry and/or           

putting them in quarantine. However, such measures may not result in denying them an              

effective opportunity to seek asylum or result in refoulement . 235

 

In conclusion, it is not legitimate to close ports due to the Covid-19 emergency.              

Migrants are protected by the principle of non-refoulement even when they are on a ship               

that is close to the Italian territorial waters and for this reason they must be put in a                  

situation where they are able to ask for asylum, which can only be achieved through the                

facilitation of disembarkation on the Italian territory. In such conditions it is even             

impossible to analyse the individual cases of the migrants on board .  236

 

 

Repubblica, secondo le condizioni stabilite dalla legge”,       
https://www.senato.it/1025?sezione=118&articolo_numero_articolo=10. 
 
234 Tribunale di Roma, II sez. civile, sentenza n. 49565 del 1° ottobre 1999,              
https://www.repubblica.it/online/fatti/ocalan/ocalan/ocalan.html. 
 
235 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, “Key Legal Considerations on access to territory for               
persons in need of international protection in the context of the Covid-19 response”, 16th March 2020,                
https://www.refworld.org/docid/5e7132834.html, accessed 28th October 2020. 
 
236 A.M. Pelliconi and M. Goldoni, “La banalità dei porti chiusi per decreto. Osservazioni sui profili di                 
legittimità del decreto interministeriale 150/2020”, in Diritto, Immigrazione e Cittadinanza, Fascicolo n.            
2/2020. 
 

 

https://www.senato.it/1025?sezione=118&articolo_numero_articolo=10
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Final remarks 

 

As we have seen, the overall approach adopted by Italy towards immigration has always              

been focused more on the security of the State rather than on the protection of asylum                

seekers’ human rights. Italy has been trying to “avoid” the accusation of violating the              

principle of non refoulement by outsourcing rescue operations through the cooperation           

with Libyan militias, which has turned deadly for migrants. Such methods of managing             

migration flows have been proven to be in contrast with the international legal             

framework yet it seems like there is no willingness to change. Moreover, Italy utilised a               

national policy framework, e.g. the Decree Law 53/2019, that was incompatible with            

the obligations under the SAR and the UNCLOS conventions by not allowing its own              

ports to be open and guarantee the right to asylum to migrants. It is also important to                 

note that this year, the Italian Government voted in favour of new international military              

missions in the African continent and refinancing the Libyan Coast Guard,           

strengthening the cooperation between the two states, despite all the violations of            

human rights that occur in the Libyan detention centers and the untrustworthiness of the              

Libyan militias, is in the list . Moreover, the new Decree Law on Immigration, Decree              237

Law 130/2020, despite changing some important aspects of the previous decrees ,           238

cannot be considered as a break with them because, for example, it still criminalises              

NGOs . As a matter of fact, Article 1 of Decree Law 53/2019 has not been abrogated,                239

therefore, NGO ships are still seen as a threat. Being that this is still an impediment for                 

rescue operators to complete their operations under the obligations of the SAR            

convention, the Italian Government is far from not violating international maritime law,            

237 Senato, “Autorizzazione e proroga missioni internazionali 2020”,        
http://documenti.camera.it/leg18/dossier/pdf/DI0254.pdf?_1593897317233, accessed 9th December 2020. 
 
238 Associazione per gli Studi Giuridici Sull’Immigrazione (ASGI), “Modifiche ai decreti sicurezza: le             
proposte che ASGI presenterà al Parlamento” 4th November 2020,         
https://www.asgi.it/ingresso-soggiorno/decreti-sicurezza-proposte-parlamento/, accessed 14th January    
2020. Among the most important changes, there is the introduction of the “special protection”, which               
replaces the “humanitarian protection” that was abrogated by the previous decrees. 
 
239 Ibidem. 
 

 

http://documenti.camera.it/leg18/dossier/pdf/DI0254.pdf?_1593897317233
https://www.asgi.it/ingresso-soggiorno/decreti-sicurezza-proposte-parlamento/
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which can be breached at any time by not allowing NGO ships to bring rescued               

migrants to a place of safety . It is evident that Italy does not want to change its                 240

approach, which is extremely securitrarian and blind towards the violations of human            

rights that this behaviour causes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

The need for new legal pathways to Europe 

 

The question “why don’t migrants travel legally?” is a sort of mantra that has been               

repeated many times in order to justify the EU countries’ securitarian behaviour, but the              

reality is that there are several inequalities in international mobility. In this chapter we              

analyse why it is so by describing the failure in committing to the Global Compact for                

Safe and Orderly Migration (GCM) , the EU policies on immigration and why they             241

often represent an obstacle for the migrants – in this case African migrants – who want                

to travel to or to settle in Europe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

240 Ibidem. As a matter of fact, the Italian Government can still impose sanctions over NGOs that, despite                  
operating under the obligations of the SAR convention, may not pay attention to the indications given by                 
the Coast Guard of the competent country which, on the contrary, may force NGOs to complete their                 
rescue operations in third countries such as Libya, which is not considered as a safe place for the                  
protection of migrants’ rights. 
 
241 International Organization for Migration (IOM), “Global Compact for Migration”,          
https://www.iom.int/global-compact-migration, “The Global Compact is the first inter-governmentally        
negotiated agreement, prepared under the auspices of the United Nations, covering all dimensions of              
international migration in a holistic and comprehensive manner”, accessed 15th January 2021. 
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4.1 

The Global Compact for Safe and Orderly Migration (GCM) and the failure of the 

EU in committing to it 

 

On 19th September 2016, Heads of State and Government came together for the first              

time ever at the global level within the UN General Assembly to discuss issues related               

to migration and refugees. In adopting the New York Declaration for Refugees and             

Migrants, the 193 UN Member States realised that a comprehensive approach to human             

mobility and enhanced cooperation at the global level was needed . The meeting set a              242

powerful political message that migration and refugee questions had become major           

issues in the international agenda. Through the New York Declaration for Refugees and             

Migrants, the UN Member States recognised the need of a global cooperation in             

managing the issue of human mobility. As a matter of fact, the first point that is                

highlighted in the introduction of the Declaration states that: 

 
«since earliest times, humanity has been on the move. Some people move in search of new                
economic opportunities and horizons. Others move to escape armed conflict, poverty, food            
insecurity, persecution, terrorism, or human rights violations and abuses. Still others do so in              
response to the adverse effects of climate change, natural disasters (some of which may be               
linked to climate change), or other environmental factors. Many move, indeed, for a             
combination of these reasons» . 243

 

As stated by point I(2) of Annex II of the New York Declaration, the adoption of a the                  

GCM would be crucial for three aspects: setting out a range of principles, commitments              

and understandings among Member States regarding international migration in all its           

dimension; making an important contribution to global governance and enhancing          

coordination on international migration; presenting a framework for comprehensive         

international cooperation on migrants and human mobility. As a matter of fact, point             

III(e) of Annex II states the importance of facilitating safe, orderly, regular and             

responsible migration and mobility of people, including the implementation of planned           

242 United Nations, “New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants”, 13th September 2016,             
https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/our_work/ODG/GCM/NY_Declaration.pdf, accessed 26th   
November 2020. 
 
243 Ibidem. 

 

https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/our_work/ODG/GCM/NY_Declaration.pdf
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and well managed migration policies. Such policies “may include the creation and            

expansion of safe, regular pathways for migration”. 

 

The GCM was eventually adopted in Marrakesh: it deals with 23 objectives aiming at              

mitigating the adverse drivers and structural factors that hinder people from building            

and maintaining sustainable livelihoods in their countries of origin; reducing the risks            

and vulnerabilities migrants face at different stages of migration by respecting,           

protecting and fulfilling their human rights and providing them with care and assistance             

and striving to create conducive conditions that enable all migrants to enrich our             

societies through their human, economic and social capacities, and thus facilitate their            

contributions to sustainable development at the local, national, regional and global           

levels . The GCM stresses the importance of cooperation at the global level, yet the              244

question of sharing the responsibility of taking care of migrants and refugees often             

raises political debate within the states. On the one hand, in the case of asylum, the                

refugee regime offers a strong normative and legal framework; on the other hand, in the               

case of responsibility-sharing, there is a weaker normative legal framework, in which            

there are few clear norms, rules, principles or decision-making procedures . In the            245

absence of a binding institutional framework, states will have little incentive to            

contribute to responsibility-sharing, therefore they will likely shift the burden of           

responsibility on to other states . As a matter of fact: 246

 
«too often there are massive failures in responding collectively and cooperatively to large-scale             
movements of refugees and displaced persons. Responsibility-sharing is essential, largely          
because the costs associated with protecting and assisting refugees and displaced persons are             
unequally placed» . 247

 

244 United Nations Refugees and Migrants, Global Compact for Migration,          
https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/migration-compact, accessed 25th July 2020. 
 
245 A. Betts, Forced Migration and Global Politics, Wiley-Blackwell, United Kingdom, 10th July 2009, p.               
87. 
 
246 A. Suhrke, “Burden-Sharing during Refugee Emergencies: The Logic of Collective Versus National             
Action”, Journal of Refugee Studies, 1998, Vol. 11, No. 4 1998. 
 
247 S. F. Martin, R. Davis, G. Benton, Z.Waliany, in Global knowledge partnership on migration and                
development, “International Responsibility-Sharing for Refugees”, March 2018. 
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Despite the important commitments presented by the GCM, it is important to remind             

that this is not a binding document which means that Member States may not, in               

practical terms, adopt laws that would lead to the creation of new legal pathways or               

develop a common approach towards migration. Speaking of the EU, the small number             

or the absence of such new legal pathways along with the absence of a common               

approach and responsibility sharing for safe migration has led, on the long run, EU              

Member States to close frontiers, push migrants back to their country of origin, in              

violation of the principle of non-refoulement, and cooperate with third countries to            

contain immigration flows. The EU delegation in New York participated in the            

intergovernmental negotiations on the GCM and the EC initially planned to sign the             

GCM on behalf of the EU Member States. As a matter of fact, the European               

Commission requested the Council to give such authorisation in the area of a common              

approach to legal migration under Article 79 of the TEU and in the area of development                

cooperation under Article 209 of the TFEU . The European Commission supported the            248

idea that the GCM would have helped to further the EU’s commitments towards             

achieving the internationally agreed Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that have          

been endorsed by the Council of the EU in the New Consensus on Development              

Cooperation . But the main problem was that there was a deep fracture between the              249

positive willingness of the EU Commission and the sentiments of the EU Member             

States. In fact, Member States such as Hungary, Poland and Chech Republic voted             

against the final text of the GCM while Austria, Italy, Latvia and Romania abstained.              

The final text of GCM was already agreed in July 2018 after a two-year process where                

Ministries of Foreign Affairs and the EU Delegation to the UN had been ensuring that               

the text was in line with national and EU priorities. Nevertheless the adoption of the text                

became a tool for far-right misinformation campaigns based on xenophobic slurs and            

promoting anti-immigration attitudes . The unity of the EU Member States has been            250

248 European Commission, “Proposal for a Council Decision”,        
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2018/EN/COM-2018-168-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF, 
21st March 2018, accessed 27th November 2020. 
 
249 Council of the European Union, “European Consensus on Development”, 19th May 2017,             
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/24011/european-consensus-for-development-st09459en17.pdf, 
accessed 27th November 2020. 
 
250 L. Vosyliute, “What is the EU’s role in implementation of the Global Compact for Migration?”, Centre                 
for European Policy Studies, December 2019,      
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weak in regards to migration: in fact there was no unanimity in voting in favour for the                 

GCM which, on the contrary, would have been an important starting point for a              

comprehensive long-term strategy on migration, by implementing and adding new legal           

pathways.  

 

 

 

 

4.2 

The EU policies on immigration 

 

The current pathways that third countries have for migration to Europe are mostly based              

on restrictive visa policies, Blue Card schemes for high skilled workers and family             

reunification. For African migrants, especially for those coming from the Sub-Saharan           

region, it is not easy to travel to Europe: in November 2018, when the African Youth                

SDGs Summit was held in Accra, Ghana, several of the youths interviewed there, who              

came from almost all countries on the African continent, claimed that it was almost              

impossible for them to get a visa to visit European countries . In fact, Italy, for               251

example, has its airports, other than its seaports, closed to African migrants who mainly              

come from Western African countries such as Senegal, Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Ghana            

. The number of visas issued to the migrants coming from these countries is very low:                252

the visa rejection rate in Italy went from 10% in 2010 to 22,5% in 2017; the rate of                  

rejection is even higher in the Italian embassies in West Africa and because of them the                

visa rejection rate tripled for Ivorian migrants and quadrupled for Nigerian migrants . 253

https://www.ceps.eu/ceps-publications/what-is-the-eus-role-in-implementation-of-the-global-compact-for
-migration/#:~:text=20%20Dec%202019-,What%20is%20the%20EU's%20role%20in,the%20Global%20
Compact%20for%20Migration%3F&text=It%20shows%20a%20positive%20political,future%20policies
%20at%20EU%20level, accessed 27th November 2020. 
 
251A.Van der Meer, “Migration: African perspectives, Foundation for European Progressive Studies,           
February 2020,  
https://www.foundationmaxvanderstoel.nl/uploads/publicaties/feps_fms_migration_def_web.pdf, 
accessed 29th November 2020. 
 
252 Tortuga Think Tank, “Ecco perché i migranti fuggono dall'Africa”, La Stampa, 8th July 2019. 
 
253 Ibidem. 
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Obtaining a Blue Card to travel to Europe is even harder: to be eligible for the Blue                 

Card, applicants need to have a binding job offer with a salary of approximately 1.5               

times the countries’ average gross annual salary. In addition, applicants need a relevant             

higher professional qualification, valid travel documents and health insurance .         254

Moreover, while the EC has set the general rules and eligibility requirements for the              

Blue Card, the Member States set some different standards in the national            

implementation. For example, the salary threshold of 1.5 times the national average has             

been set higher in some countries; Article 79(5) of the TFEU preserves the right of               

Member States to determine volumes of admission of economic migrants entering their            

labour markets . Finally, the definition of what it means to be high-skilled varies             255

across EU member states, and certain countries have introduced quotas or upper limits             

on immigrants . However, the scheme has been proven to be ineffective and it is also               256

underused. The scheme has been criticised for neglecting medium and low-skilled           

third-country nationals, for i.e, Sub-Saharan African migrants are hardly eligible for the            

Blue Card travelling scheme: in 2015, only 6% of Sub-Saharan African migrants were             

registered to be Blue Card holders despite being among the vast majority of migrants              

that cross the Mediterranean to reach Europe . In 2016, the EC proposed a reform of               257

the Blue Card Directive by offering immigrants more flexible admission conditions,           

improved procedures and enhanced rights . However, no relevant changes have been           258

254 Official Journal of the European Union, “Council Directive 2009/50/EC on the conditions of entry and                
residence of third-country nationals for the purposes of highly qualified employment”, Article 5, 25th May               
2009, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0050&amp;from=EN,  
accessed 29th November 2020. 
 
255 Official Journal of the European Union, “The Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union”,                
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN, accessed  
29th November 2020. 
 
256 Y. Giesing, N. Laurentsyeva, “The EU Blue Card – Time to Reform?”, Ifo Institute-Leibniz Institute                
for Economic Research, June 2017,     
https://www.ifo.de/DocDL/dice-report-2017-2-giesing-laurentsyeva-june.pdf, accessed 29th November    
2020. 
 
257 Ivi, p. 38. 
 
258 European Commission, “Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the                 
conditions of entry and residence of third-country nationals for the purposes of highly skilled              
employment”, 7th June 2016,    
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52016PC0378&from=EN, accessed  
29th November 2020. 
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made and migrants, especially those coming from developing countries, still face many            

difficulties: African migrants do not usually fall within the “high-skilled worker”           

framework but within the middle and low skilled worker framework. It is then quite              

evident that the Blue Card scheme is meant to be for a small privileged category of                

people rather than the vast majority. Finally, there is the family reunification scheme             

which is a legal pathway that allows immigrants already residing in the EU to bring               

their spouses and children over. Each Member State has their own rules on             

reunification, regarding age of partners and children, the salary threshold of the            

receiving partner or parent, living and insurance conditions . Though it is an important             259

pathway, especially for refugees who try to reunify their families after being displaced             

due to persecutions or conflicts in their country of origin, it is not inclusive enough               

because it means that every single migrant has to be fortunate enough to have a relative                

or a partner that resides in a EU Member State. Visa-free travel schemes are very few                

and this issue increases the chances of being subjected human rights violations – such as               

being detained in the Libyan detention centers or being subjected to sexual violence,             

smuggling and other forms of abuse – that often occur during the dangerous routes to               

reach Europe. The mobility schemes between Africa and Europe are often constituted            

by salary thresholds that people cannot meet. In addition, regional agreements and            

action plans regarding migration and mobility between the EU and Africa and the UN’s              

Global Compact on Migration have not shown any concrete positive outcomes to            

provide more regular migration channels . 260

 

Being that migration flows are mixed, applying for asylum once and if migrants             

successfully reach European borders becomes the only option. However, if the           

applicant’s condition does not fall within the scope of the definition of refugee given by               

Article 1 of the Geneva Convention or within the scope of temporary protection,             

259 Official Journal of the European Union, “Council Directive 2003/86/EC on the right to family               
reunification”, 22nd September 2003,    
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:251:0012:0018:EN:PDF, accessed  
30th November 2020. 
 
260 A.Van der Meer, M. Hammami, “Root Causes of Migration and Legal Pathways to Europe: an                
overview of the current European approach to migration from Africa”, Solidar, p. 7, 13th November 2020,                
https://www.solidar.org/system/downloads/attachments/000/001/174/original/legal-pathways-v07.pdf?16
10027058 , accessed 30th November 2020. 
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regulated by the Council Directive 2001/55, and the subsidiary protection, regulated by            

the Qualification Directive 2011/95, he or she may be repatriated – in 2017, for i.e, 91%                

of asylum requests presented by 47.000 Nigerians was rejected . Since many economic            261

migrants have no real chance of success in applying for working visas, they apply for               

asylum and hope to get a chance to stay. The asylum system, which has been created for                 

a specific category of people, becomes overloaded with asylum requests from people            

that could have traveled to Europe through other means if they had the opportunity to do                

so. 

 

 

 

Final Remarks 
 
European states tend to be concerned about migrants only when they are on their              

journey towards the borders of the EU – or have already entered the EU – without                

paying attention to a key area many of them departed from, in this case sub-Saharan               

Africa. Contrary to the prevailing media and public opinion representations of a            

continent that is emptying, with a population that is ready to “invade” Europe, the              

reality of migration from a more Africa-centred perspective is different. It is only a              

minor fraction of the people of sub-Saharan Africa that decide to leave their country of               

origin. One of the key problems to solve is that there are many structural and               

bureaucratic issues that most of the time deal with the impossibility of obtaining a visa.               

Such a condition leads migrants to try the hardest way to reach Europe – knowing they                

might not even make it. Migrants may ask for asylum but they might see their request to                 

be rejected because they do not come from a country, or a specific region of a country,                 

where there is war, systematic violations of human rights or they have not faced              

personal persecution based on their nationality or political affiliation. On the one hand,             

it is important that States respect migrants’ fundamental rights by implementing and            

enhancing the asylum system; on the other hand it is time to rethink global mobility in a                 

way that the right to the freedom of movement does not turn into a long journey that                 

leads to torture in a detention center in Libya or to death in the Mediterranean. 

261 M. Vermeulen, “L’immigrazione legale conviene a tutti”, Internazionale, 5th October 2020. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Despite the existence of the right to migrate, there is an evident asymmetry between              

this right and the states’ discretionary powers aimed at contrasting migration which is             

seen as a problem, a crisis, or a threat to their own welfare systems or national security.                 

On the one hand there is a problem regarding the system of international protection,              

and, in particular the lack of solidarity and responsibility sharing between states. On the              

other hand there is an obsolete and unequal system of international mobility, that             

affects, in particular, migrants coming from developing countries and who do not            

necessarily come from situations where their life may be in danger. 

 

Starting with the first issue, the international instruments of protection, from the Geneva             

Convention to the ECHR are extremely important to safeguard migrants’ and refugees’            

rights yet the states, and in the case we have analysed in this thesis, the Member States                 

of the EU, often act in violation of the obligations they are bound to. The entire                

approach to migration is currently based on push-backs, both at the border and at sea:               

the EU Member States’ obligation to respect the principle of non-refoulement applies            

both when they turn back people who have reached the EU’s external borders and              

during the interception and rescue operations at sea . Similarly, obligations deriving           262

from the ECHR also apply at borders and at sea, as it has been demonstrated in the Hirsi                  

Jamaa and Others v. Italy case. The lack of implementation of the legal instruments of               

protection gives space to two main securitarian attitudes. The first is states’ complicity             

in assisting other states in human rights violations such as Italy’s behaviour in its              

262 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, “Scope of the principle of non-refoulement in              
contemporary border management: evolving areas of law”, p. 15,         
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2016-scope-non-refoulement-0_en.pdf, 2016,  
accessed 14th December 2020. 
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cooperation with Libya , a country in which the situation keeps deteriorating and            263

where migrants are both subjected to all kinds of abuses and are arbitrarily detained              

with no access to basic services. The second is managing migration by strengthening             

border controls, without taking into account the obligation to ensure that migrants get             

access to asylum procedures – it is the case of Hungary, where migrants keep being               

systematically pushed back or Italy with its “closed ports” policy. In addition there is a               

lack of improvement in the cooperation between Member States at the EU level. The              

principle of solidarity is set out in Article 80 of the TFEU, however: 

 
«[...]the notions of “solidarity” and “fair sharing of responsibilities” for refugees or            
asylum-seekers are not defined in EU law. This has prompted EU institutions, academics and              
other stakeholders to propose different ways to resolve the issue, such as sharing out relevant               
tasks and pooling resources at EU level, compensating frontline Member States financially and             
through other contributions – such as flexible solidarity – and changing the focus of the               
European Court of Justice when interpreting EU asylum law» .  264

 

Though the EU has provided the Member States most affected by migrant arrivals with              

financial and practical support, the continued failure to reform the EU asylum system,             

and the implementation of “temporary solidarity measures based on ad-hoc solutions”,           

has made it clear how this crisis of solidarity shows no signs of being resolved. National                

interests, along with the xenophobic and racist propaganda on asylum seekers and            

refugees, threaten the overall political will of the Member States to adopt a common              

system on asylum, based on real cooperation and human rights protection. 

 

As far as the second issue is concerned, the fact that the legal pathways for migration to                 

the EU are few is one of the main causes of the impossibility for all migrants to travel in                   

263 United Nations, “Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts”, Article 16 provides that              
a state is accountable for human rights violations if it knowingly aids or assists another state to commit                  
abuses, https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_6_2001.pdf, accessed 14th    
December 2020. In this case, Italy “provides substantial assistance to the Libyan Coast Guard units to                
intercept people in international waters, when it is known that they will return those people to cruel,                 
inhuman or degrading treatment in arbitrary detention in Libya or, for children, where there are               
substantial grounds for believing that there is a real risk of irreparable harm, can constitute aiding or                 
assisting in the commission of serious human rights violations”, see “No Escape from Hell”, Human               
Rights Watch, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/report_pdf/eu0119_web2.pdf.  
 
264 European Parliament, “Solidarity in EU asylum policy”, March 2020,          
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/649344/EPRS_BRI(2020)649344_EN.pdf, 
accessed 15th December 2020. 

 

https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_6_2001.pdf
https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/report_pdf/eu0119_web2.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/649344/EPRS_BRI(2020)649344_EN.pdf
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a safer manner, rather than having to go through dangerous routes and crossing the              

Mediterranean. The problem that affects persons from developing countries when          

dealing with traveling or migrating is well shown by the data collected by the Henley               

Passport Index. The categorisation of a person’s passport power depends on where that             

person was born: people who were born in the EU or in the United States, for example,                 

have higher chances to travel around the world with visa-free schemes. It is not the               

same for a person who was born in Nigeria, Somalia or South Sudan and wishes to                

travel to the EU . The few legal pathways for migration as we have seen before, such                265

as the Blue Card scheme or family reunification, are, respectively, for the few             

economically privileged people with a high salary and for those who are so fortunate to               

have a relative that resides in the EU. However, these schemes are not enough and they                

contribute to the creation of a “Fortress-Europe” that not only does not improve its              

international mobility schemes but bases the entire immigration framework on a matter            

of security, control and push-backs. In the EU case, the Member States’ behaviour is far               

from acting in the name of human rights protection: there is an asymmetry between the               

right for a person to migrate and the absence of an internationally recognised right to               

settle in a different country, which, on the contrary, depends on the national policies of               

the states.  

 

We can conclude by suggesting two possible solutions: the first one is the improvement              

and the implementation of the asylum system, the second is creating new legal, safe and               

accessible pathways for all. Starting with the first solution, a common, well-managed            

migration and asylum policy at the EU level has benefits for all EU member states,               

along with migrants and asylum seekers but this needs to be implemented through a              

“compulsory solidarity” rather than a “flexible” one. Reforming the Dublin Regulation           

may be a starting point to ensure that all the Member States contribute to process               

asylum requests and guarantee international protection to the asylum seekers in need ,            266

265 Henley & Partners, “The Henley Passport index”,        
https://www.henleypassportindex.com/assets/2020/Q4/HPI%20Report%20201012_2.pdf, 2020, accessed   
15th December 2020. 
 
266 See infra Chapter 2 para 2.1. 
 

 

https://www.henleypassportindex.com/assets/2020/Q4/HPI%20Report%20201012_2.pdf
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regardless of the first country of entry of the asylum seekers . Secondly, the only way               267

to contrast human trafficking and deaths in the Mediterranean is to guarantee a higher              

range of safe pathways to reach the EU. The most important wrong assumption is the               

belief that Europe’s borders can and should be closed to economic migrants . It is this               268

conviction that has made it almost impossible for many people coming from African             

countries, for example, to migrate legally to most European countries. Taking migration            

from Africa to the EU as an example, the EU should promote a grown-up view of                

contemporary sub-Saharan Africa that avoids a uniform and monolithic reading of the            

different realities across the continent. Offering more inclusive visa schemes and           

cancelling restrictive migration policies that have failed to solve the issues that the EU              

has tried to tackle only through border closure and push-backs could be an important              

starting point . 269

 

The right to migrate can be guaranteed only with a serious implementation of the              

protection of migrants’ human rights and with an innovative way to conceive human             

mobility, which should not be a privilege for the few. 
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